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attention reaDers:
throughout this issue of the magazine you will
fnd this icon in several locations. Click on them in
the online edition and they will take you to video
extras. if you have video you would like to include
in a future issue of the magazine, check out the
reservist website for more information.

BaCk Cover: Me2 robert Martin completes a boarding report, while Me2 James
karschner conducts a safety boarding of a vessel on the patapsco river, August 11.
Martin and karschner are members of the sector baltimore reserve vessel boarding and
security team, and conduct vessel safety boardings in conjunction with members of the
baltimore county police department’s Marine Unit. photo by pA3 Matthew s. Masaschi
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is published by the Commandant,
Director of Reserve & Military
Personnel, U.s. Coast Guard. it is
intended for information only and
is not authority for offcial action.
views and opinions expressed are
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Dept. of Homeland security or U.s.
Coast Guard. the editor reserves the
right to select and edit all materials
for publication.
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i

n the last few issues of the Reservist you may have
noticed some changes. Specifically, we have added a
couple of new Departments: those being, “Around the
Reserve” and “Shipmates in Focus”. The reason for these
changes is straightforward: spotlight the many interesting
and innovative things happening around the Service; and
tell, what we hope you will find to be, compelling stories
about the men and women who make up the Coast Guard
Reserve.
Our cover story will continue to focus on the “big picture”
like this issue’s Centralized Assignments feature with its
accompanying articles. In addition, our online magazine
(www.uscg.mil/reservist) will offer additional content in
the form of embedded video. Speaking of video, we are
extremely pleased that former Director of Reserve and
current Commander of the Personnel Service Center, Rear
Admiral David Callahan, agreed to author this issue’s “The
View” as well as appearing in a short video on our newly
created Reservist Channel embedded in our digital version
of this issue.
Online viewers will also get to see America’s most
famous weatherman, Al Roker, who has created a video
promoting support for the Coast Guard Mutual Assistance
campaign. Other embedded videos include two reservists
who are here in Washington to assist with the Presidential
Inauguration.
As we look to the future, we encourage units and
members to continue submitting articles that highlight
the value and contributions our reserve, active duty,
civilian and auxiliary personnel make every day. We also
encourage, that, when appropriate, consideration is given
to the inclusion of a short video – 90 to 180 seconds –for
possible “airing” on the Reservist Channel in future online
issues. You will find more detailed submission guidelines
on the Reservist website.
Finally, we continue to
be inspired by the awesome
contributions you make,
both individually and
collectively. It is a privilege
for us here at the Reservist
to tell your stories.
Anima est Bonus!
Jeff Smith
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A couple of months after I got back from Kuwait
and Iraq in 2003 people were noticing changes in
my behaviors and attitudes.
When both my wife and my boss suggested I seek
help, I had to admit I wasn't handling life well. The
short story is that 2 years with the local Vet Center
and one year of anti-depressants did wonders for
me.
In the years afterward, I deployed for Katrina,
Deepwater Horizon, and Haiti. I am now retired
and I miss serving every day.
I say all that to say this: Some of the crap in my
head is coming back. I called the VA on Monday and
requested to get in to see a Psych. After I assured
them I am not suicidal, they said nice things and
said someone would get back to me. By Friday
afternoon I had heard nothing and I was in one
of my more frequent funks. I picked up the most
recent (Vol. LIX Issue 3) issue of the Reservist.
There on Page 3, not buried somewhere in back,
but Page 3 - was an ad for the VA services especially
for OEF/OIF/OND vets. I followed the web address,
found a local phone number and called. You know
what happened? Someone answered the phone on
the second ring. No menus no push “5” for Coast
Guard. Someone answered and talked to me and
told me about a drop-in clinic I could be seen at on
Monday morning. She offered to have a member of
her staff meet me; she offered to alert the clinic I
would be coming.
Keep it going. Keep putting the word out there.
VA Services are important and they are for
Coasties, too.
You have made things more bearable for me and
especially for my wife.
Name Withheld By Request

note: Thank you for sharing your story, once again
the ad for VA Services in on page 3. We encourage
any veteran having trouble to contact this valuable
program. - JDS

more letters on page 4
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VA Mental Health Services
& Vet Center Services

For Returning Veterans and their Families

Seeking Counseling Ser vic es?
Contact Your Loc al OEF/OIF/OND Program Manager For A r rangements
w w w.oefoif.v a.gov/c aremanagement.asp

Seeking Counseling
Services?
or Contact the Vet Center Combat c all c enter
w w w.vetc enter.va.gov
1- 877-WA R-VETS (927- 8387)

Contact Your Local
OEF/OIF/OND
Program Manager
For Arrangements

www.oefoif.va.gov/caremanagement.asp

or Contact The
Vet Center Combat
Call Center

www.vetcenter.va.gov | 1-877-WAR-VETS (927-8387)

D e p a r t m e n t o f Ve t e r a n s A ﬀ a i r s

V E T E RA NS H E A LT H
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in praise oF the truong Family

The Truong family story is incredible. I am moved by their
determination to stay together as a family and overcome
hardships that I cannot begin to understand. This is what
America is all about: a place of refuge and new beginnings for
the oppressed around the world! I am proud to be an American,
a Coast Guardsman, a reservist and a shipmate of the now-Mr.
Truong.
MSTCM Joe Pasqua
Sector New Orleans
Reserve Command Master Chief

truong or thuong?

My compliments on the very nice
life story of the Coast Guard reservist,
who hails from Vietnam, written by
BM3 Paul Dragin in the Reservist,
Issue 2, 2012. I have a question
concerning this article. Which is
correct for the featured reservist's
last name: Truong or Thuong? His
photo on page 26 in combination cap
and dress uniform shows a name tag
engraved "THUONG" yet the article
states in many places "Truong".
Surely the author knew his correct
name if he knew the man well enough
to write his life story.
Cordially,
PSCM Philip T. Williamson II
USCGR (Ret.)
note: Good eye there, Master Chief. Your assumption is correct:
the author had it right -- the name tag maker, not so much. - JDS

eXposeD…

My office just received the latest
Reservist magazine. There are two
INF Warrants here - myself included
- that are beyond perplexed at the
cover photo. It's the most overexposed photo I've ever seen in a
Coast Guard publication. Actually,
it's the most over-exposed photo I've
seen in any publication.
Filling in the Future
I can certainly understand if you
An emerging picture of new Reserve
training initiatives comes into view
were using some sort of creative
eye-grabbing device with the cover;
however, even if you were playing
off the "filling in the future" or "comes into view" motif, the
decision to use this particular shot is a stretch, to say the very
least. You even chose to repeat the same blown-out photo for
the story.
As a veteran public affairs specialist and shooter for
many years, I fail to understand why you would choose such
a poorly exposed photo for your cover and main story. I've
enjoyed reading the Reservist for many years, but this is an
embarrassment.
CWO2 Chad Saylor, USCG
Motion Picture & Television Office

RESERVIST
Official Publication of the United States Coast Guard Reserve

www.uscg.mil/reservist

Volume LIX � Issue 3 • 2012

note: Sir, Thanks for the frank and unambiguous comments.
Feedback from our readers is helpful as we strive to achieve
perfection yet unattained. - JDS
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From kingDom, Come FeeDBaCk

I just wanted to tell you how great I think Issue 3-12 is
just having had a chance to look through it online. I can’t say
what was different about it, but the whole package just had a
great look and “vibe” to it. Positive messaging, the right mix
of personal stories, service information, and a theme that just
makes one proud to be part (or want to be a part) of the CGR.
Having tasted life at CG-131, I really appreciated MCPO
Murphy’s “On Deck”. He did a terrific job tying together the
work of many leaders over the past decade to make being a
reservist easier and more rewarding than ever. I also liked how
Rear Adm. Hinrichs’ “View” encapsulated the essential theme
behind the CORE – make yourself Capable, Operational, Ready
to go and Engage with your family, employer and command and
you’ll be a star.
Keep up the great work!
Sincerely,
Captain Michael B. Bee, USCGR
Chief, Maritime Division
Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

1812 uniForm Query

I noticed on page
21 of your latest
edition that the word
"authentic" was used in
the description of the
War of 1812 uniforms
shown in the images.
These uniforms are not
authentic but rather
conjecture. The USRCS
did not have a mandate uniform from 1790 to 1829. The
earliest image of a uniform is from an 1819 painting, but this
was a popularly adopted use rather than a regulated one.
The uniforms shown are drawn from Navy sources but there
is no historical evidence of the revenue cutter officers or men
wearing these uniforms. There is little historical evidence the
U. S. Navy had a standard uniform. Most assuredly, no women
wore them. The officers may have worn a previous uniform, but
most wore what clothing was the least expensive. The hired, or
enlisted, men wore what they would in the merchant service
where most were hired. Of course, some may have continued
to wear parts of the naval uniform had they served in the Navy.
I understand the information published came from official
Coast Guard sources, but this did not make it historically correct.
It is a case of popular adoption (once again) for the bicentennial
public affairs functions.
GMCM Bill Wells
USCG (Ret.)
note: Master Chief, thanks for your thoughtful feedback. Here is
what we found out from the USCG Historian’s Office. - JDS
Our thought from the beginning was not to have a
"standard" uniform for the Historical Ship's Company
which is the name of the Service's living history group.
We were aware that there was not a prescribed USRCS
uniform during the War of 1812. In recreating the
clothing, the office worked closely with one of the
leading experts on American military attire of the
War of 1812, Matthew Brenkle, who currently serves
on the staff at the USS Constitution Museum. Matt
Brenkle based his recommendations on revenue
cutter deserter notices published in newspapers

during the early 19th century. These notices generally
included, in their description, the clothing worn by the
cuttermen when they left the cutter. In addition, we
used contemporary paintings and anecdotal information
related to privateer crewmember attire, which, like in
the revenue service, wore non-standard naval clothing.
Within the twenty-five members of the Historical Ship's
Company, there is considerable variation in the clothing.
It just happened that in the particular group photo in the
Reservist Magazine, the members' clothing was all almost
identical.
Bob Browning, Historian, US Coast Guard

another uniForm Question

I'm always elated
when I receive a new
issue of the Reservist.
The magazine is an
excellent source of
information to follow
the myriad of subtle
changes in equipment
capabilities and the
way in which the Coast
Guard does business.
I enjoyed the article focusing on Lt. Michael Doria's award for his
work in developing the MACE training program to ensure a uniform
procedure for traumatic brain injury assessments for USN/USMC/
USCG personnel in deployed combat environments. However, I
couldn't help but notice that the caption under the picture on p.31
showing Lt. Doria's Meritorious Public Service Award presentation
by RADM Maura Dollymore, USPHS and Capt. David Tarantino,
USN. I believe that's a USCG Rear Admiral on the Lieutenant's right
and his left side is flanked by a gentleman wearing the bar of a 1st
Lieutenant in the United States Marine Corps. Could you verify
this for us please? Thanks.
Sincerely,
OSC Mike Garbe
USCGR (Ret.)
note: Chief, thanks for your letter and feedback on the Lt. Doria
article. Regarding your question about the collar device/rank of the
service member standing to Lt. Doria’s left, the device on his right
collar this a captain’s eagle. The device on his left collar signifies his
professional specialty (medical). - JDS

in line With on-line

This is my first issue of the magazine on line; it is terrific and
so much easier reading on-line. Thanks for a job well done and
especially done well.
Thanks,
Lt. Cmdr Sherm Palan
USCGR (Ret.)
Just read Volume LIX Issue 3-2012 on-line. Great articles on the
new TPSBs, the “Pipe Band,” the War of 1812, and all of the human
interest articles: those wonderful folks who make the Coast Guard
Reserve so very special.
Of special note was the billet chart and interviews with the new
Silver Badges.
Keep up the good work and exceptional quality of material
presented!
Captain John Marks
USCGR (Ret.)

rmp... Can i Buy a voWel?

I enjoy your magazine and often use it in training of my Reserve
personnel.
I have a question regarding the definition of an IDT drill. As we
all know a "drill" is defined as "a minimum of 4 hours..." straight
out of the Reserve Policy Manual. Was there ever a time in which
a drill was defined as standard 4 hours or more, but minimum of
3 hours? Or am I getting this mixed up with a RMP (readiness
management period)? Thank you for your time.
Very respectfully,
Lt. Cmdr. Mike Byrne
LANT3-NCC
Senior Reserve Officer
note: Sir, thanks for the question. We think you may, in fact, be
confusing IDT with RMP. Here is what we have learned from Cmdr.
Laura Moose in CG-1311 with respect to IDT and RMP.
IDT shall be used to provide structured individual and/or unit
training to Reserve Component members. Paid single IDT periods
shall NOT be LESS THAN 4 hours. Paid multiple IDT periods shall
NOT be LESS THAN 8 hours.
An RMP is in addition to IDT and shall NOT be LESS THAN 3
hours in duration. No more than one RMP can be performed in any
calendar day. In addition, an RMP may not be performed in the same
calendar day as any other type of duty (IDT, ADT, etc.).
An RMP is authorized to support training preparation and general
readiness requirements (PHA, dental exam, MT, etc.). Availability
of paid readiness management periods are set annually based on
funding. For FY13 one paid RMP is authorized.

EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF
THE GUARD AND RESERVE



NomiNate Your
Supportive emploYer


2013 SecretarY of DefeNSe
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Attention Guard and Reserve Service Members
Nominate your supportive employer for the
Secretary of Defense Employer Support Freedom Award,
the highest award given by the U.S. Government to employers
for exceptional support of Guard and Reserve employees.
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November 1, 2012 - JaNuarY 21, 2013
www.freeDomawarD.mil
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the military service of their employees.
www.ESGR.mil
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taking one for the team

petty offcer 1st class brandon hardesty and other shipmates lend support
as seaman kelvin calamiong is pepper sprayed as part of his training as
a coast guard boarding team member, sept. 8.
before boarding team members are allowed to carry and use pepper
spray they must personally know what it is like to be pepper sprayed as
well as defend themselves while protecting their weapon.
photo collage by pA2 Lanola stone
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the view

was honored and pleased when RADM Day asked me to write the “The View” for this edition
of the Reservist magazine, which takes an in-depth look at Reserve assignments. Among the
many changes affecting our Reserve force over the last few years, none has had greater impact
on individual members of the Reserve than the centralization of Selected Reserve (SELRES)
assignments at the Coast Guard Personnel Service Center (PSC).
As you will read in this issue, the staff of PSC’s Reserve Personnel Management division (PSCrpm) works diligently to ensure Reserve members are placed in the right places to acquire and
hone skills needed to execute the Commandant’s vision of a Reserve force that is always ready
to support Coast Guard mission execution in the areas of maritime homeland security, national
defense (domestic and expeditionary) and domestic disaster response.
To support the Reserve assignments service line, the PSC-rpm staff has expanded greatly since
2009. It includes a professional team of assignment officers (AOs) – commissioned, warrant and
enlisted, active duty and reserve – who daily strive to meet Service, unit and member needs with
every assignment action they take. They do so knowing that those actions not only affect mission
rear Admiral
execution and unit readiness, but the lives of individual reservists and their families, as well. They
do an extraordinary job balancing those sometimes-competing interests.
david r. callahan
During the 2012 assignment season, the AOs in PSC-rpm’s Reserve Assignments Branch (PSCrpm-2) cut nearly 900 sets of orders for Reserve members in pay grades E-1 through O-6. In
commander,
addition, they executed over 600 “off-season” assignments, primarily for junior members who
personnel service
experienced household relocations that put them outside of reasonable commuting distance
(RCD) of the units to which they were assigned. In some cases, PSC-rpm AOs made off-season
center
assignments of Reserve members facing pressing family issues, including pregnancy or serious
illness of loved ones. They truly put the “personal” in personnel.
Some still lament the passing of the old system in which Reserve assignments were made on a
regional basis at the old Integrated Support Commands, disestablished in 2009. But the regional
approach meant spotty enforcement of assignment policy across district boundaries, and made it
nearly impossible to address mismatches between billets and members because of the absence of
service-wide visibility. Today, because of enterprise-wide visibility, we are working with CG-131
and CG-833 to reprogram chronically vacant billets so we can fill them with members who want
to serve.
Moreover, centralizing assignments at PSC-rpm ensures a more fair and equitable system for
aligning talent with training capacity. It improves the ability of each member to realize their full
potential as Coast Guardsmen because PSC-rpm AOs now help them develop career paths that
prepare them for advancement and promotion.
Despite misgivings about junior enlisted members being forced on a wholesale basis to take
assignments outside of RCD, nothing could be further from the truth. During the 2012 assignment
season, only four of 298 assignments involving members in pay grades E-1 through E-6 – or 1.3
percent – were outside of RCD, and were made with the member’s consent. Overall, among all assignments (pay grades E-1 through
O-6) in 2012, about 27 percent were outside RCD, all with member consent.
Although the PSC-rpm AOs are the ones in the spotlight in this edition of the Reservist, it’s important to remember the other
members of the PSC-rpm team who support the men and women of the Coast Guard Reserve. This group of professionals includes
military – again, active duty and reserve – and civilians. They provide superior life-cycle support for each reservist, from accession
to retirement or separation, including enlisted advancements, officer promotions, status changes and a myriad of other actions that
foster Reserve force readiness.
One greatly expanded service line for PSC-rpm is the issuance of benefits to our reservists who are injured or become ill in the
line of duty, including those who have deployed overseas in defense of our nation. The central management of long-term, noncontingency active duty for operational support (ADOS) and approval authority for members to perform active duty beyond 16 and
18 years of total active duty, are also among service lines PSC-rpm has taken on in recent months.
But PSC-rpm doesn’t support the Reserve force by itself. The division is part of a larger PSC team that supports the Coast Guard
total force in a tightly coordinated manner. Each PSC division and command, including the officer and enlisted personnel management
divisions, the Personnel Services division, the Coast Guard’s Pay and Personnel Center and the Coast Guard Recruiting Command,
touches the lives of individual reservists every day.
Whether it is mobilization for domestic or overseas contingencies, bringing an individual reservist on extended active duty to
meet a particular service need, or helping an active duty member transition to the Reserve, some part of the PSC organization is
making it happen. When you add recruitment and compensation of reservists, service-wide management of Reserve members in the
physical disability evaluation system, support to those in retirement and service to reservists who shop at Coast Guard exchanges,
PSC has a significant impact on our Reserve shipmates.
I’m deeply proud of the role PSC-rpm and the rest of the PSC enterprise plays in the day-to-day management and support of
our Reserve force. Together with our partners across the Service, we’ll keep working to ensure the Coast Guard Reserve is Semper
Paratus – Always Ready.
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on Deck

"W

hy can't I stay at the unit where I know the area of responsibility (AOR) and
have served with my shipmates for many years?" "How far am I going to have
to travel when I get transferred to a new unit?"
I regularly receive such questions from Coast Guard Reservists, so allow me to explain.

FeW transFers - minimal groWth
Coast Guard Reservists have traditionally served at a single unit for many years during their
careers. In many cases, they have transferred only when they moved to new personal residences.
Over time this has hindered technical and leadership development for our reservists. For
example, I stayed for 13 years at one boat station and was mandatorily transferred only after
I had been a Chief for 3 years. I was not growing much as a technician because I already knew
the boats and AOR. My growth as a leader was limited by the fact I rarely encountered new
crew members with new leadership challenges.
In 2009 our Coast Guard centralized Selected Reserve (SELRES) assignments at the Coast
Guard Personnel Service Center (PSC). We started the first year with pay grades E7-E9, and
now include all enlisted pay grades. We follow a standard tour length for reservists of five
years.

assignment year 2012 progress
As I engage Coast Guard Reservists about what's on their minds, I often hear concerns about
this new approach to Reserve assignments. In almost every case, I learn that the questioning
member is mostly concerned about what might happen to them or their shipmate, not what
has actually happened. In fact, during Assignment Year 2012 only 4 (1.3%) of the 298 petty
officers (E1-E6) transferred were assigned outside of reasonable commuting distance (RCD).
During that same year, 36% of E7-O4 and 73% of O5-O6 went outside of RCD. Of the 615 offseason assignments, none involved transfer outside of RCD. While the alternative to accepting
assignments outside of RCD can be transfer to the IRR or separation, PSC has in many cases
multi-encumbered billets and extended assignments to accommodate Reservist needs.
Also, the Reserve Workforce Structure Board has re-programmed billets to locations where
reservists can drill within RCD.

Master chief
Mark h. Allen
coast guard
reserve force
Master chief

situational aWareness

As leaders our job is to take care of our crew so the crew can take care of the mission. I
expect you as leaders (especially you members of the Chiefs Mess) to monitor the potentially
positive and negative impacts of assignments on our members. Look for risks to safety behind
the wheel, to members via out-of-pocket travel costs, and to sufficient time at one unit to
train to proficiency. Where concerns arise, be sure to submit command concerns along with
e-resumes in Direct Access.

reserve regionalization
In response to concerns about RCD, the Director of Reserve and the Assistant Commandant
for Capability has been briefed to the DCO Deputy for Operations Policy and Capabilities a proposal to incrementally move reserve
billets to regional hubs. This billet re-programming would conceptually occur over multiple years to minimize impact to our
members. The Deputy Commandant for Mission Support and the Deputy Commandant for Operations will also be briefed as the
concept evolves. The proposed geographic concentrations of billets should allow reservists to transfer among units, across their
careers, with minimal travel outside RCD. The hubs are planned to be co-located with major ports and Port Security Units (PSUs),
to accommodate Ports, Waterways and Coastal Security missions and concentrations of where reservists reside.

Better groWth opportunities

Two Third Class Petty Officers recently approached me at a Yellow Ribbon Reintegration event and shared with me how happy
they were with their Reserve assignments. They had transferred from a boat station to a PSU and were grateful for the opportunity
to deploy overseas in defense of America. They were pleased that PSUs are organized to train to proficiency; are well supported;
and have important missions. I also recently visited a boat station whose Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor (SERA) is a Chief
Information System Technician (ITC). He was grateful for the opportunity to take on the scope of leadership responsibility of a
SERA: an opportunity that is not always available to a chief in his rating. Similarly, I visited a chief yeoman who serves as a SERA at
a boat station and has proven to be one of our top-performing SERAs. On a personal note, I believe that I would not have achieved
my current assignment had I not been mandatorily transferred three times over my career at a time when reservists were not
commonly transferred.
In consideration of the benefits of Reserve assignments, I highly encourage all reservists to monitor the impacts while embracing
the opportunities and growth available through Reserve assignments.
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around the

reserve
1st DistriCt

Coast guard reservist “leads
the fght” for the new lt. michael
murphy sea Cadet division on
long island, new york
When Gary Vertichio, Commander of the American Legion
Post in Sayville, N.Y., was looking for way the post might support
a newly formed Naval Sea Cadet Division he knew his combat
experience in Vietnam with the 82nd Airborne Unit would only
get him so far when trying to help a naval organization. That was
when Vertichio called on BMCS Bryan Mastrangelo, Senior Enlisted
Reserve Advisor, USCG Station Shinnecock, N.Y. “I knew having a
salty Boatswain Mate Chief involved would be good for the cadets,”
stated Vertichio.”
On August 25, 2012, the new Lt. Michael Murphy Naval Sea
Cadet Division, named for local hero Lt. Michael Patrick Murphy,
was officially formed at the Long Island Maritime Museum (http://
www.limaritime.org) in West Sayville. Vertichio and Mastrangelo
were installed as the divisions first Commanding Officer and
Executive Officer, respectively. Among the elected officials present

for the ceremony was U.S. Congressman Peter K. King (NY-3). Lt.
Murphy, a decorated Navy Seal and Metal of Honor recipient, was
leading his four-man SEAL Team on June 28, 2005 in the Hindu
Kush of Afghanistan when they came under intense enemy fire and
where he gave his life attempting to save his team.
The crew of the USS Michael Murphy DDG-112 is also cosponsoring this new Sea Cadet Division. “Lead the Fight” is the
ship’s motto.
The United States Naval Sea Cadet Corps (USNSCC) is a
congressionally charted, U.S. Navy-based organization that serves
to teach individuals 13 to 17 years old about the sea-going military
services, community service, citizenship, and an understanding
of discipline and teamwork. The U.S. Coast Guard, through
COMDTINST 5728.2C, USCG Public Affairs Manual, has designated
the USNSCC as one of the Coast Guard’s primary youth programs.

5th DistriCt
sector Baltimore
and local Fire Departments
send aide to sandy victims

coast guard reserve personnel at sector baltimore joined forces
with members from the glen burnie volunteer fire department
and riviera beach volunteer fire company to pack trucks with
relief supplies for hurricane sandy victims in new york.

10
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photo by yn3 dan kohner

sector Baltimore
participates in
Build Brigade
Members from the U.S. Coast Guard gathered with
approximately 150 community members for two days
in mid-November constructing the future home of U.S.
Marine Sgt. Christopher Santiago and his family.
Several Sector Baltimore reservists and active duty
members spent hours hands-on with volunteers and
construction professionals establishing the framework
of Santiago’s future home during the two-day Homes
for Our Troops Build Brigade.
Homes for Our Troops is a non-profit organization
whose mission includes raising money for materials,
professional labor and coordination of the many
moving pieces required to construct a specialized
home at no-cost for veterans who have returned home
from war with debilitating injuries.
In 2006, Santiago was severely wounded when he
stepped on a buried improvised explosive device (IED)
while opening the gate to a Forward Operating Base
at the conclusion of a mission while in Saklawia, Iraq,
during his third deployment. The IED blast caused
Santiago to lose both of his legs and part of his left hand
and left arm.
As the smell of fresh saw dust filled the air and the
sounds of nails being hammered into wood, volunteers
turned what started as a slab of concrete and piles of
building materials into the makings of the speciallydesigned home for Santiago at the conclusion of the
second day.
The volunteers were directed by a host of
professional tradesmen who took the time to educate
them and instructed how each person can contribute
to assist in the building process. The home will feature
special amenities and a floor plan that will allow
Santiago to move about the home with greater ease and
comfort.
Santiago and his family spent both days on site
talking with the volunteers and offering their sincere
gratitude for the outpouring of support from the
community as they witnessed their dream home
appear before their eyes.
“America’s Service men and women volunteer to
protect our country. When they come back injured it is
our duty as Americans to look after them when they
return,” said Lt. Michael Toth, supervisor of the Sector
Baltimore Reserve Vessel Boarding Security Team.
“We are all part of the United States military and we
need to look after our own. There is a fellowship in the
military which lasts long after the uniforms are hung
up. It is our way of saying ‘Thank you for having my
back; now I’ve got yours’.”
Toth spearheaded the efforts of the Reserve
member’s participation in the event because he feels
the good will and support falls in perfect alignment
with the Commandant’s vision. “The Coast Guard by
its very nature has always helped others,” said Toth.
He added that by participating in a project such as
this we are building upon the Commandant’s four
guiding principles: steady the service, honor our
profession, strengthen our partnerships, and respect
our shipmates.

Members from coast guard sector baltimore pose with Marine sgt.
christopher santiago (in blue shirt) during a homes for our troops build
brigade, nov. 17. An estimated 150 volunteers from the community,
including members of the coast guard, spent two days constructing the
specially adapted home for santiago, who lost both of his legs and severely
injured his left arm when he stepped on an improvised explosive device
while deployed to iraq in 2006.
photo by pA3 Lisa ferdinando

running with a purpose

ITC James Krise, Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor, Station Washington
and his wife Cammie completed the 37th Marine Corps Marathon in
Washington, D.C. as a member of Team Fox. They ran the marathon in
an effort to raise money for research to help find a cure for Parkinson’s
disease from which Cammie’s 69 year old father suffers. “It is really
hard to watch your loved ones suffer from Parkinson’s disease. Running
this marathon is a way for me to help not only my father but many
others,” notes Cammie.
The last Marine Corps marathon Cammie and James ran was in
1999. For that race they helped raise money for Leukemia research in
memory and honor of Nora Wilkinson, Cammie’s sister in-law.
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allowing the Coast Guard to board vessels, hands-on law
enforcement techniques, and the use of proper dialogue
between a boarding team member and civilians.
Even though the training for both coxswain and
boarding team member is extensive, completing the
training does not automatically guarantee the member
will secure a certification.
“The goal here is to establish a base knowledge of
qualification requirements,” said Chief Petty Officer
Robert W. Angell, a reservist at Station Lake Worth
Inlet and BTM course instructor. “They get a good
familiarization here and then go back to their home
units and complete the qualification process.”
According to Lilley, the bigger picture is about
integrating the active duty and Reserve forces in order
to nimbly mobilize members for maritime homeland
security, national defense, and domestic disaster
operations.
“The whole picture is about being where
headquarters wants us to be, and where stations need
us to be in order to mobilization ready,” said Lilley.
Submitted by PA1 Jennifer Johnson
and PA1 Krystyna Hannum

7th DistriCt

Fields of dreams
eleven coast guard reserve petty offcers, from small boat stations throughout
7th coast guard district, took part in a 10-day reserve coxswain course
saturday, sept. 15, 2012. the course, which is designed and taught through
peer instruction, offers reserve members the opportunity to fne tune their
photo by pA1 Jennifer Johnson
skills through classroom work and underway time.

sector miami builds profciency
through training and augmentation
Coast Guard Reserve members
from units in Florida and Puerto Rico
descended on Sector Miami units in
September 2012 for some fast-paced
and intense coxswain and boarding
team member (BTM) training.
Sector Miami’s Reserve Force
Readiness System (RFRS) team made
these courses a priority as part of their
continued effort to maximize Reserve
force readiness, build trust, and create
seamless integration with the active
duty counterparts.
“Sector Miami is dedicated to
mission excellence, we strive to create
a cohesive synergy between our
Reserve and active duty forces,” said
Lt. Scott M. Lilley, Sector Miami’s RFRS
chief.
At Station Miami Beach 11
reservists took part in a coxswain
course designed and taught solely
by qualified reservists. Although
classroom instruction played a role
in the 10-day training schedule, the
primary focus was about getting
behind the wheel of a boat and
developing the skills necessary to
become a coxswain.
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“I was deployed to Deepwater
Horizon for 24 months, and when I
got back it was like a breath of fresh
air,” said coxswain student Petty
Officer 2nd Class Greg Ewald of the
transformation in reserve training at
the unit. “When you are in school, it’s
mostly death by PowerPoint, and this
training creates muscle memory.”
Each year, coxswains and boat
crewmembers must complete 40 day
and 10 night hours underway in order
to remain qualified. This is equivalent
to 25 percent of the annual IDT drills.
“When I reported to the station
[Miami Beach] in 2010, there were
only two qualified crewmembers,” said
Chief Petty Officer Albert Arencibia,
a reservist and coxswain course
instructor. “Now we have four qualified
coxswain’s, including two that are
MK’s, and all of our reserve members
are at least crewman qualified. If we
are here, we are underway.”
Just north of Miami at Station Lake
Worth Inlet six Reserve members were
being trained in the basics of becoming
a boarding team member. Instruction
included the special federal authority

Station Charleston Military Outload members
volunteer as coaches for the Bulldogs of the
Summerville Miracle League. The goal of the Miracle
League is to enhance the lives of people with special
needs. This will be accomplished primarily through
the national pastime of baseball, but will also include
other activities that will bring together our athletes
and their families in a positive and enriching way.
Every Saturday kids with special needs get a chance
to play baseball thanks to over 175 volunteers like
BMC Stacy Sinke, BMC Robert Wheat, and ME1
Jay Tronco. Each player is partnered with an able
bodied person to help them hit, run, and play the
field. “We cannot change or cure the medical issues
life has dealt these individuals,” notes Sinke. “What
we can do is provide them with an opportunity to
experience the joy and benefits that come from
playing our national pastime.”

station charleston Military outload member bM3
kevin knick accompanies summerville Miracle
League bulldog player as she rounds third heading
for home. the league seeks to enhance the lives
of people with special needs through the simple
philosophy that, "everybody deserves the chance
to play baseball."

8th DistriCt

memorial service held for
me2 scott Ward

reservist leads
inter-agency runners
BM1 Armando R. Diaz, a reservist at Coast Guard Station
South Padre Island and a Supervisory Border Patrol Agent
in El Paso, TX, recruited 19 members of the Department
of Homeland Security to participate in the 13 mile Trans
Mountain run on October 14, 2012. The Trans Mountain
13 mile challenge is open to the public. It starts on the
west side of El Paso and crosses the Franklin Mountain at a
1,200 foot incline to a peak of 5,200 feet. The participants
included members of the U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Border
Patrol, U.S. Customs, ICE, and Customs Special Response
Team. BM1 Diaz is the runner carrying the DHS flag.

cmdr. ronzelle L. green, psU 308 commanding offcer, presented
the coast guard Achievement Medal (posthumously) to petty
offcer ward's widow, Mrs. Andrea ward.

9th DistriCt

A memorial service was held December 9th in Gulfport, MS,
for Scott Ward, a Baldwin County sheriff’s deputy and Maritime
Enforcement Specialist Second Class (ME2) with Port Security
Unit (PSU) 308, who died in the line of duty while responding to a
domestic disturbance on November 24th. During the service Cmdr.
Ronzelle L. Green, PSU 308 Commanding Officer, presented the
Coast Guard Achievement Medal (posthumously) to Petty Officer
Ward's widow, Mrs. Andrea Ward. The medal cited ME2 Ward's
exceptional performance of duties while assigned to PSU 308.

sector lake michigan
honor WWii veterans
In August members from USCG Sector Lake Michigan were on
hand to honor and assist WWII Veterans as part of a world record
breaking crowd of 28,422 people at Miller Park in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The crowd packed into the stadium to view the “Field of
Honor”, the premier showing of a documentary saluting our greatest
generation and highlighting the journey of veterans visiting the war
memorial in Washington, D.C. Coast Guard Sector Lake Michigan
volunteered for this grand event and provided escorts to several
WWII veterans in attendance.
World War II veterans are dying at the rate of 1,000 every day,
and every year Stars and Stripes Honor Flight takes hundreds of
those veterans to their memorial in the Nation’s capitol. The "Field
of Honor" event in Miller Park was a tribute and also a fund-raiser
to ensure that the Honor Flights will continue as long as there are
veterans who have not yet seen their memorial. In addition to the
“Field of Honor” documentary, the day-long event also consisted of
WW II re-enactors, live swing music, the Stars and Stripes Art Show,
flyovers, and fireworks.

(left to right) ens. dustin ottman, yn3 tracie choulat, Lt. cmdr.
Julie bethke, cmdr. Mike farell, Lt. rob krivanek, Mst2 Joe
ros-corbett and Mst1 gregory Loreck take part in "filed of
photo by pAc Alan haraf
honor" event.
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First on scene was psu just back from the middle east

A boatcrew from psU 309, from port clinton, ohio, responds to
a boat fre in west harbor on Lake erie, oct. 17. the boatcrew
responded to the call for help within fve minutes and rescued
two people from the boat after diverting from a routine training
mission with two other psU 309 boatcrews.
photo by psU 309.

A boatcrew, from Coast Guard Port Security Unit (PSU) 309,
located in Port Clinton, was in the vicinity conducting routine
training along with two other unit boatcrews and responded to
the scene within five minutes of receiving the call. The rescue
boatcrew assisted the two men off the 38-foot pleasure craft and
transferred them to shore. Once on shore, the two rescued boaters
declined medical attention.
Two rescue boatcrews, aboard 33’ Special Purpose CraftLaw Enforcement boats from Coast Guard Station Marblehead,
arrived on scene a short time later, but the fire had already burned
itself out. One of the Station Marblehead boatcrews carried four
members of the Catawba Fire Department, who ensured the fire
was out and assessed the situation.
A commercial salvage company towed the boat to Gem Beach
Marina and was escorted there by one of the Station Marblehead
boatcrews.
“While search and rescue may not be our main mission as a
port security unit, we always stand ready as Coast Guardsmen to
respond to any of the Coast Guard’s 11 statutory missions,” said
Cmdr. Gerald Nauret, commanding officer of PSU 309.
PSU 309 recently returned home from a three-month
deployment to the Middle East, as part of Operation Enduring
Freedom.

11th DistriCt
going the distance for
Wounded Warrior project
Members from Station Rio Vista, CA participated in the
“Tough Mudder” in support of the “Wounded Warrior Project” in
Northstar (Tahoe, Calif.). The event was an 11 mile course up and
down ski slopes. It included 20 obstacles such as wading through
ice water, scaling 10 foot walls and the infamous “Electroshock
Therapy” – a sprint through a series of live wires of electricity.
The team BM3 Eric Ausman, BM1 Ute Kavanaugh, MK1 Brandon
Mehrhoff, BM3 Elliott Meyer (shown here) had a great time
particularly navigating the “Mud Mile” portion of the course.

psU 312’s Lt. brian godkin (left) arrives at the new york
city’s freedom tower (ground zero) with offcer Matthew
fox of the north Las vegas police department.

riding in memory of
a fallen shipmate
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The Tour De Force Memorial Bicycle Ride is an annual
charitable event that raises money for those lost in the line of
duty each year and as a reminder of the many innocent victims
who perished on 09/11/2001. This year approximately 208
city, state, federal and military law enforcement officers made
the 300 mile bike ride from Boston, MA to Ground Zero in New
York City in the four days leading up to the 9/11 anniversary. Lt.
Brian Godkin, of PSU 312 (San Francisco, CA) rode in memory
of U.S. Coast Guard reservist MEC Christopher Pupo, a NYPD
first-responder to the World Trade Center on 9/11, who passed
away during the summer of 2012.

heaDQuarters

before Election Day. From
Election Day to Inauguration
Day, the JTF-NCR has a mere
76 days to pull everything
together. Days are long and the
job is demanding, but the work
couldn’t be more fulfilling.
“I have been having so
much fun,” said Senior Chief
eD note: Visit us onAs this issue of Reservist hits mailboxes from Maine to Maui,
Petty Officer Carolyn Doan, a
line to see videos from
a handful of Coast Guard members are diligently working on
reservist with Mobile Support
reservists working on
preparations for the 57th Presidential Inauguration, which is
Unit Baltimore, who is serving
the 57th Presidential
scheduled to take place on January 21, 2013.
as lead for the operation
Inauguration.
Eight Coast Guardsmen, four active duty and four reserve
division for the Ceremonies
members, are assigned to the Joint Task Force – National Capital
and Special Events Office. “I
Region (JTF-NCR). JTF-NCR, a joint service command located
can honestly say I look forward to coming into work every day.
in Washington, DC, is charged with coordinating all military
I would do this again in a heartbeat.”
ceremonial support for the inauguration. By January, the JTFWorking in a joint service environment is a new experience
NCR will be coordinating the participation of more than 5,000
for Washko.
service members in inaugural events.
“The main difference between this set of Active Duty
Coast Guard reservists are filling billets in three directorates
Operational Support orders and times I've been activated in the
at the JTF-NCR: two spots in the Ceremonies and Special
past is that I've never worked with a joint forces team before,”
Events Office, one
said Washko.
“It is
spot in the liaison
interesting to see the
office, and one in
unique way the senior
enlisted members of
public affairs. In
each service bring their
typical Coast Guard
own branch cultures
fashion, members
and manner of business
jumped in feet first
to the table. I think the
to their duties at
diversity
ultimately
the JTF-NCR.
makes us a stronger and
Chief
Petty
more creative team.”
Officer
Rachel
And
although
Washko, a reservist
the team members
from Coast Guard
sometimes differ in
Station
Atlantic
opinion, Doan agrees
City, arrived at JTFthat the strength of her
NCR in October and
team is found in their
is currently serving
differences.
as a Special Events
“I
have
worked
Project
Officer
Joint Force Operations
(SEPO) with the
before, but this is my
Ceremonies
and
Members of Joint task force – national capitol region supporting
first experience where
Special
Events
the 57th presidential inauguration
we have all been so
Office (CSEO).
intertwined with the
“Our SEPO duties involve handling military band and
other services,” said Doan. “I feel we are a true team. In the
ceremonial guard logistics at various events throughout the
past, each service or agency had their own specialized job to
Inauguration period, including the opening ceremony, wreath
do, which stopped us from interacting much. This time we are
laying ceremony, prayer service, and various inaugural balls,”
mixed together and we all are working to accomplish the same
said Washko. “I have been assigned to the wreath laying
goal. It has helped develop us into a very tight, unified group…
ceremony by luck of the draw, and I am totally thrilled! It will be
Each member represents their individual services very well
a tremendous honor to be a part of it.”
and their commands should be very proud of them.”
Military involvement in presidential inaugurations dates
The team will be plugging away over the Christmas holiday
back to 1789, when George Washington began his inaugural
to ensure that every last detail is squared away for Inauguration
journey from Mount Vernon, Va., to New York City with local
Day and our reservists will be doing what they do best…
militias joining his procession as it passed through towns
stepping up to answer a call to service.
along the way. Fast forward a couple hundred years. Military
“I am always energized by the chance to put on my uniform
support now consists of musical units, marching bands, color
and
it has been great getting to know the CSEO team” said
guards, salute batteries and honor cordons. This tradition of
Washko. “My experience so far has been very fulfilling and the
military participation has grown into one of the largest public
best is yet to come.”
celebrations of democracy in the world.
Story and Photo by PA2 Elizabeth Bordelon
Planning for an event of this magnitude begins months
in advance. However, there is only so much that can be done
Joint Task Force, National Capital Region

reservists support the 57th
presidential inauguration
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the coast guard held a
veteran's day ceremony at
Arlington national cemetery
in Arlington, va., nov. 11.
the ceremony was held at the
coast guard wwi memorial,
which honors the fallen
crew members of the cutters
Seneca and Tampa, on what is
commonly referred to as coast
guard hill.
photo by pA1 timothy tamargo

a memorial by our own for our own
More than three million visitors arrive at Arlington National
Cemetery’s hallowed grounds each year to pay their respects to
American patriots. Scattered throughout the cemetery’s rolling
hills, guests can also visit dozens of memorials. Sitting proudly
atop a hill – sandwiched between sections 4 and 8 – is one of
these memorials. It’s the Coast Guard Memorial.
Warmly referred to as Coast Guard Hill due to its prominence,
the memorial is a 12-foot pyramid rising out of the ground and
is constructed of marble on a base of granite. The memorial
pays homage to Coast Guardsman who lost their lives in World
War I, including those who perished aboard the USS Tampa –
the largest single loss of life suffered by our naval forces during
the war.
Dedicated May 23, 1928, the memorial was designed
by architect George Howe with each of the pyramid’s faces
engraved with the names of Coast Guardsmen lost at sea during
World War I. At the foot of the pyramid is a bronze seagull,
made by famed sculptor Gaston Lachaise, to exemplify the zeal
and persistence of the Coast Guard in its duties.
While the symbolism and strength of the memorial is
powerful, eight decades have taken their toll. There was a
significant piece of marble near the top – almost fist sized –
that was gone. Some of the engraving had begun to wear down;
names were starting to disappear. The Coast Guard’s iconic
anchor and shield had deteriorated. The memorial was waning.
True to the words written by Frank L. Toon on the memorial’s
dedication – “It is to the Coast Guard, of the Coast Guard, by
the Coast Guard, a memorial by our own to our own.” – Coast
Guardsmen themselves stepped in to restore the monument.
The Washington D.C. chapter of the Chief Petty Officers
Association led the efforts to begin restoration and at the end
of July formed a committee. The largest part of their efforts
focused on fundraising as the restoration was estimated at
close to $95,000 to complete.
For help, the D.C. chapter reached out to other chapters and
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units throughout the country and soon Coast Guard supporters
were all doing their part. The memorial and what it stands for
is important and the Coast Guard family responded in droves,
exceeding the association’s fundraising goals.
Senior Chief Petty Officer Jonathan Grimes is chair of the
committee to restore the memorial and sees the work of all
those who have come together as more than just restoring a
memorial. When he discusses the outpouring of support, he
says he gets chills.
“It reaffirms our values,” said Grimes. “We use our core
values a lot as words but here, we are putting them into action.”
There were many donors who added to the fundraising
efforts, including Coast Guard veteran J. David Power III. Power
donated a Camaro through the U.S. Navy Memorial Foundation
who raffled it off for more than $35,000. The generosity of
supporters did not stop there, however, and together with the
help of the Foundation for Coast Guard History, Coast Guard
Foundation, Naval Order and Veterans of Foreign Wars the
fundraising efforts are now complete.
Restoration on the memorial has already begun and the first
phase of repairing the pyramid is nearing completion. Parts
that were deteriorating have been rebuilt and names that had
been almost wiped away over the years stand out once again.
“This project has truly been blessed in many ways – a tribute
to all who re-committed themselves to the values of honor and
respect for the sacrifice of those whose names are engraved
upon this memorial,” wrote Grimes in a note to supporters.
There is still work to be done, however, and the chiefs will
continue to lead the way in ensuring the memorial’s marble
shines just as brightly as the day it was dedicated. After all, this
isn’t just about marble and granite being repaired. It’s about
ensuring the legacy of each of the names on the memorial live
on.
Story by LT Stephanie Young

Coast guarD mutual assistanCe …
looking aFter our oWn
CGMA is the Coast Guard’s own financial relief organization and
an important avenue for Coast Guard men and women to help one
another during times of need.
In 2011 CGMA provided $4.6 million in direct financial assistance to
shipmates in need. More than $144,600 went to Reserve members
facing emergency situations.
As an example, this summer a Reserve Petty Officer who had just
deployed, received word that his grandmother had passed away.
Unable to afford the cost of airfare, he turned to CGMA and was given
timely assistance. He was able to return home in time to pay his
respects on the day of the funeral.
To learn more about CGMA programs and services or to make an end
of year contribution, visit www.cgmahq.org or call (800) 881-2462.

Click here to see a special
message from mr. al roker,
executive producer of
Coast guard: alaska and
Coast guard: Florida.

atlantiC area
strike teams respond
to the aftermath of
hurricane sandy
photos by pA3 sara romero
(clockwise from right) U.s. coast guard members
and an assessment team gather for a safety brief
before dive operations begin aboard the John B.
Caddell in staten island, n.y., dec. 4. the Caddell
is a 184-foot tank ship that washed ashore as a
result of hurricane sandy.
Mstc bridgette brown, with the Atlantic strike
team, pA1 Matthew schofeld, with the public
information Assist team, christopher Miller, new
york city offce of emergency Management, and
sgt. hugh bradshaw, new york city sheriff's
offce, discuss crane removal operations of the
184-foot tank ship John B. Caddell in staten
island, n.y., dec. 11. the hurricane sandy
pollution response Unifed command lifted and
transported the caddell from its current location
to an awaiting maritime facility.
col. paul owen, commander and district
engineer with the Us Army corps of engineers,
and cmdr. eric doucette, incident commander
for the hurricane sandy pollution response
Unifed command, discuss plans for the salvage
operations of the 184-foot tank ship John B.
Caddell during a meeting held at the incident
command post in staten island, n.y., nov. 28.
Mk2 Mark wickman, with the national strike
force's pacifc strike team and a task force leader
for the hurricane sandy pollution response
Unifed command, inspects a vessel for possible
environmental pollutants while conducting
assessment operations on gunning island in sea
brite, n.J, dec. 7.
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Battleship provides gulf
strike team with training
opportunity
Members of the Gulf Strike Team visited the
World War II Battleship USS Alabama, now a
memorial on Mobile Bay, AL, to simulate a vessel
damage assessment response as part of the National
Strike Force's Response Member qualification.
Participants were able to access areas of the ship
not open to public tours to increase their knowledge
of the general layout and construction of vessels
while identifying key areas to note while completing
a detailed damage assessment.

dcc Mike hering discusses what areas
of the hull may show damage.
photo by Lt. cmdr. natalie Murphy, sro, gulf strike team

paCiFiC area

pacifc strike team reservists (left to right) et3 Jordan brown, eM1 Joseph stapley,
Mk2 Mark wickman, dcc Mindy bacon, Lt. sonja downs, os1 patrick kriske,
bM3 Andrew ihlendfeldt, bM3 shane holden and eM3 Avinash honkan volunteer
during coastal cleanup day.

lending a hand
During September reservists assigned to
the Pacific Strike Team (PST) in Novato, CA
participated in the 28th Annual California
Coastal Cleanup Day sponsored by the
California Coastal Commission. This is an
annual event, held up and down the California
coast at various coastal and inland waterways.
It is also paired with the International Coastal
Cleanup Day by the Ocean Conservancy,
making it one of the largest volunteer
coordinated events in the world.
Joining forces with other local volunteers
nine reservists were able to cover
approximately 1 mile stretch of Muir Beach in
Marin County. The group was able to remove
debris and trash including plastic food and
candy wrappers, soda cans, glass beverage
bottles and cigarette butts. “As individuals
and as a team, we felt that this event was a
good opportunity for us to go out into the
local community and help make a difference
in the health of our water resources and
encourage those who live, work, and play on
our waterways to be good stewards of the
environment,” noted Lt. Sonja Downs, PST
Reserve Operations Officer.
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summerstock:
a Win-Win for the
Boating public,
ninth District
and reservists
story by pa2 levi read

o

n Aug. 18, 2012 a rescue boatcrew
from Coast Guard Station Sackets
Harbor, N.Y., rescued two men from a
boat that was taking on water in Lake Ontario.
All across the nation, Coast Guard rescue crews
engage in similar responses every day, but what
made this rescue unique was the crew aboard
the rescue boat. Two members of this rescue
crew were Coast Guard reservists assigned to
the unit for the entire summer under the Ninth
Coast Guard District’s Summerstock program.
Had this search-and-rescue case happened on
any day between the months of September and
May, Petty Officer 3rd Class Jimmy Stefanidis
would have been tied-up in his full-time job as
an electrician on Long Island, N.Y., and Petty
Officer 2nd Class Bennett Lesberg would have
been busy as a full-time student at Maricosta
Community College in San Diego, CA.
The two active-duty Coast Guardsmen who
staff the Sackets Harbor station year-round
in conjunction with the Coast Guard Auxiliary
cannot do their job without Reserve support.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary is a volunteer
organization and, as such, auxiliarists work
when their schedules allow, not necessarily
whenever an emergency occurs.
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“During the summer months, we are not operational
without Summerstock reservists,” said Chief Petty Officer
Joshua Martin, officer-in-charge of Station Sackets Harbor.
“In order to be operational for a search-and-rescue case,
we have to have a minimum of three qualified boat
crewmembers onboard a rescue boat. And, to operate
as a law enforcement team, a minimum of four qualified
boarding team members is required.”
“Without the Summerstock reservists, it is just me and
Petty Officer Garrett Hodgson and available auxiliarists.
We can’t do it alone.”
So, it is possible that the Aug. 18 rescue conducted by
this boatcrew may have encountered delays because of
the seasonal nature of the station and the smaller crew
size outside the months of June – August.
Seasonality is an operational reality in the Ninth
Coast Guard District. The Great Lakes often freeze from
late December through early March, which keeps most
recreational boats in storage and keeps boaters indoors.
Because of this lost time, the Great Lakes recreational
boating community takes to the water at full force during
the shortened boating season, traditionally identified as
Memorial Day through Labor Day. The summer months
draw millions of boaters from major metropolitan
areas or remote resorts to the pristine waters of the
Great Lakes. To meet the surging demand, Coast Guard
Reserve personnel have answered the call to support
Summerstock, a program designed to be a seasonal
bridge to fill operational gaps while achieving mission
excellence.
Because so many people live in this region – over 30
million -- and recreate on the water, emergencies and
accidents are bound to happen despite the best efforts
of the 6,000 active-duty, Reserve, civilian and Auxiliary
personnel who staff the 75 units in the Ninth Coast Guard
District.
The Ninth Coast Guard District is responsible for Coast
Guard operations in all five Great Lakes and the waterways
that feed the lakes. Although the units remain busy yearround executing the Coast Guard’s 11 statutory missions,
summertime is unquestionably the busiest time of year.
Ninth District units responded to 1,837 search-and-rescue
cases during the months of June, July and August 2012. This
accounts for almost three quarters of the district’s yearly
total of SAR cases. The units also conducted 14,252 vessel
boardings in fiscal year 2012, more boardings than any other
district. Of those, 9,025 were conducted during the months of
June, July and August.
“The units within the Ninth Coast Guard District could not
have provided this level of coverage without the assistance
of qualified reservists from Summerstock,” said Cmdr. David
Beck, chief of enforcement for the Ninth Coast Guard District.
Summerstock has served many purposes since the
program began in 1972. Summerstock personnel were first
used to staff large standalone units, such as Harbor Safety/
Security Team Chicago, which traveled around the district
supporting major marine and security events. As operational
requirements changed, Summerstock became increasingly
critical to bolstering under-staffed multi-mission stations.
Of the 39 full-time multi-mission stations around the Great
Lakes, ten are below the Coast Guard Boat Forces minimum
staffing standard.
“The goal is to provide a seasonal bridge to our units so
they don’t burn out over the long busy summer,” said Beck.
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“We bring in members of the Coast Guard Reserve to increase
operational capability during our busiest months while
providing training and experience for reservists. We use
Summerstock to staff smaller, undermanned stations, as well
as some of our larger stations that have additional operational
requirements during the peak of the boating season.”
Although reservists are used from throughout the country,
tapping local Great Lakes reservists saves the Coast Guard
money. Summerstock is funded by Coast Guard Headquarters,
but the Ninth District supplements the program by covering
any overages that occur. The cost includes base pay, basic
housing allowance, per diem and travel. The current budget
is able to fill about 30 of the 88 billet gaps for the summer
with Summerstock personnel. The Summerstock program
is strictly a volunteer program. Billet solicitation normally
occurs around the beginning of each calendar year. The
solicitation targets reservists at the rank of petty officer
second class and below who live in the Great Lakes Region.
For example, although Stefanidis doesn’t technically live in the
Ninth District, the short four- to five-hour drive from his home
in Long Island places him within the region. The short drive
saves money for the Coast Guard and gives Stefanidis useful
operational experience on the other side of the state in Sackets
Harbor. The solicitation also targets reservists with current
qualifications to allow them to quickly recertify as a coxswain,
boat crew member, watchstander or boarding team member.
Reservists with current qualifications are given preference
and benefits from jumping right into a duty position.
“We would rather have all our units at or above staffing

standards, but that is just not feasible,”
said Beck. “The problem is bigger
than just money, it is having qualified
reservists available where we need
them the most to obtain the largest
operational return on investment.”
Because some operational needs
can’t be filled locally, Summerstock also
draws on reservists from outside the
region, like Lesberg from San Diego. As
a fully qualified coxswain and boarding
team member willing to enjoy a summer
on the Great Lakes, he still saves the
Coast Guard several months of expenses
while providing coverage when it is
most needed.
Even though Summerstock is a good
deal for the Coast Guard and qualified
reservists, finding people with the
background that the field units need is
tough. Not to mention, finding reservists
with the flexibility to deploy for three
months has been extremely difficult.
However,
Summerstock
reservists
are now given more flexibility in their
work schedule. In the past, reservists
were asked to volunteer all summer or
not at all. Now, on a case-by-case basis,
reservists can apply for Summerstock
and spend the amount of time that their

schedules allow. However, the threemonth service time is still the preferred
route.
“Most reservists have full-time jobs
and have a tough time getting away for
three months, so we target the lowerranking individuals because they are
usually more available,” said Beck.
“Some of them are attending school, so
they are on summer break and working
for the Coast Guard full-time is a great
way to earn money for school while
enjoying the summer on the Great
Lakes.”
“This was my second year in the
program, and I have enjoyed my
time at Station Holland, Mich., along
Lake Michigan last year and Station
Alpena, Mich., along Lake Huron, this
year,” said Petty Officer 3rd Class Alex
Randall, a college student at Grand
Valley State University, in Allendale
Charter Township, Mich., and Coast
Guard reservist. “Last year, I arrived
at Station Holland and gained a lot of
experience and leadership skills. This
year I was able to jump right into the
action and recertify as a qualified boat
crewmember on a 25-foot Response
Boat-Small and a boarding team
member.”
The Coast Guard
re-invigorated
Summerstock
by
dedicating the increased
personnel
capacity
to “venture capital”
projects; placing them
in new or previously
under-served
areas
to test whether Coast
Guard presence could
make a difference for
the better.
“I would absolutely
recommend
this
program to reservists
in need of operational
experience,
because
I have 125 hours of
underway time that I
otherwise would not
have been a part of as
a normal ‘two-days-amonth’ reservist, “said
Randall.
For
example,
Station Duluth, Minn.,
was augmented this
summer
with
four
additional Summerstock
reservists. The extra
staffing enabled Senior
Chief
Petty
Officer

Robert Pump, the officer-in-charge, to
have an operationally available crew
for the Lake of the Woods, Minn., which
does not normally have a routine Coast
Guard presence even though it is the
sixth largest freshwater lake in the
country. The opportunity to put a crew
out on the Lake of the Woods in 2012
was a high priority because the remote
lake is not routinely watched-over by
the Coast Guard due to its remoteness.
The Summerstock reservists were the
only Coast Guard representation on the
remote lake this year.
The Summerstock program also
supplied five Coast Guard reservists
for watchstander positions at the
new Operational Integration Center
at Selfridge Air National Guard Base,
Mich. Summerstock personnel filled
a documented staffing gap for the
seasonal watch positions and provided
full-time Coast Guard representation
to work toward a truly integrated
operations center.
“If there are any reservists that are
certified in the ratings of boatswain’s
mate, machinery technician, maritime
enforcement specialist, operations
specialist, or gunner’s mate there
may be a fast-paced active summer
position open for you in the dynamic
environment of the Great Lakes,”
said Calvin Ridley, the Summerstock
administration officer, Ninth District
Reserve Force Readiness Branch.
“These kids get real solid experience
and a real platform to prepare for an
unplanned emergent deployment,” said
Martin. “The Summerstock program is a
‘win-win’ for the unit and the personnel
involved, and I believe the benefit
outweighs the cost.”
Ultimately,
the
Summerstock
program is a win-win situation for
both the Ninth Coast Guard District
and the reservists. More importantly,
Summerstock is vital to the thousands
who recreate on the Great Lakes. There
are countless lives saved and assisted
by the impact of the Summerstock
program because faster response
times are possible and Coast Guard
operators are closer and more qualified.
Summerstock is a perfect example of
the Coast Guard’s work to stay “Semper
Paratus,” or “Always Ready.”
For more information about this program,
contact Calvin Ridley at Calvin.A.Ridley@
uscg.mil, and for information on how to
sign up for Summerstock, look for the
solicitation announcement in the Coast
Guard Message System in January 2013.
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Cover story

Centralized

Assignments

"Among the many changes affecting our
Reserve force over the last few years, none has
had a greater impact on the individual member
than the centralization of assignments."
~ Rear Adm. David Callahan
Commander,
Personnel Service Center
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or many Coast Guard members, January
5, 2009 was merely the first day back on
duty after holiday break. The big news
at that time: the upcoming inauguration
of Barack Obama as the 44th president
of the United States. At Coast Guard
Headquarters in Washington, DC, Coast
Guard members were busy getting
ready for the Service’s participation in

the historic event.
Across the Potomac River, in Arlington, VA, at the Coast
Guard’s Personnel Command – soon to become the Coast
Guard Personnel Service Center (CG PSC) – preparations were
underway for another historical event: the full centralization
of Reserve assignments.
The staff of the command’s Reserve Personnel Management
division (PSC-rpm) totaled 18 people at that time, and was
focused almost exclusively on officer career management,
including boards and panels, as well as management of the
Individual Ready Reserve (IRR). Since then, the PSC-rpm
staff has more than doubled to 45, with much of that increase
devoted to assigning the nearly 8,100 members of the Coast
Guard’s Selected Reserve (SELRES) force.
During Assignment Year (AY) 2012, the 15-person Reserve
Assignments Branch (PSC-rpm-2), led by Lt. Cmdr Rick
Howell, executed more than 2,700 assignments of SELRES
members in every pay grade from E-1 through O-6, helping
ensure a trained and ready force for mobilization and support
of Coast Guard missions. Of those 2,700 assignment actions,
roughly 800 were made in the regular assignment season
(August to April). In addition, PSC-rpm executed more than
600 “off-season” assignments of junior enlisted members and

1,300 sets of orders associated with new accessions, including
assigning members to basic training and “A” school.
Getting there wasn’t always easy. And, the evolution from
making SELRES assignments on a regional basis at about
a dozen Integrated Support Commands (ISCs) to central
management at PSC-rpm was accompanied by some angst
in the field. But the evidence shows the transition has been a
success and a boon to mission execution.

PhAsed imPlementAtion
Historically, most aspects of Reserve management,
including assignments, were performed on a regional basis.
Prior to the mid-1990s, Readiness and Reserve staffs at district
offices handled assignments before that role was assumed by
the Force Optimization and Training staffs at ISCs as part of
the Coast Guard’s streamlining initiative.
One frequently cited benefit of regional assignments
was that ISC assignment officers (AOs) usually had a good
understanding of local units and members, which they used in
making assignments. This often worked out well for units and
members within a particular region.
But, regionalized assignments also meant inconsistent
application of assignment policy across the Coast Guard.
This frequently resulted in units with vacant SELRES billets
while many reservists were not in a billet at their drill site.
In some cases, reservists were even drilling at units with
no SELRES billets on their Personnel Allowance List (PAL).
In other cases, there were significant mismatches between
billets and members in terms of ranks, ratings and required
competencies.
Because no one entity “owned” all assignments, these
issues received little, if any, service-wide visibility.

sPotlight inteRview with BmC PAul getmAn
By PA1 Jennifer Johnson, Seventh District Public Affairs

Assignment year 2013 is in full swing and Reserve
members, due to rotate, should be aware of their role
in the centralized assignment process.
The process is meant to mirror that of the
active duty model. It is a fair, systematic process
that optimizes assignments across missions and
geography. In addition, it synchronizes total visibility
over boards, separations and career development,
while also providing longer lead times on succession
management.
After years of cleaning up unit personal allowance
lists, the Reserve Strategic Assessment Team
recommended centralizing in 2004. By 2006, the Coast
Guard gradually began implementing a centralized
assignment rotation schedule, starting first with commander and
lieutenant commander billets, then working their way to all pay
grades by assignment year 2011.
"I had been on Title 10 orders at Station Mayport for five years,"
said Chief Petty Officer Paul Getman, Senior Enlisted Reserve
Advisor at Station Brunswick, Ga. Getman has been a reservist for
12 years.
"There are two sides to the story,” Getman said. “On one side,

there has been some complacency, and I understand
trying to address that at a unit. On the other side, you
are removing some legacy people who have a wealth
of knowledge and you're losing that consistency,” he
said. “If we are to augment the active duty, changing out
people regularly could be tough on stations."
After completing Title 10 orders outside the
assignment season, Getman was not directly impacted
by the centralized assignments process this time
around. Still, Getman recommends that reservists make
sure they are completing their qualifications, developing
their professional expertise, and making sure they
submit their e-resume as soon as possible.
Getman goes on to say for those at pay grades E-6
and below, the Coast Guard will do their best to keep you stationed
within a reasonable commuting distance because it can be a
financial hardship on junior members. However, once you make
E-7, expecting a new assignment may be the best way to prepare.
For some rates however, transferring may be the only option for
career development.
"I have two DC's here at the station and there is not a lot for them,"
said Getman. "They may need to transfer in order to advance."
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CENTRALIZED
ASSIGNMENTS
sustAining A ReAdy suRge foRCe
Advocates of centralized assignments believed that
putting all assignment decisions in one place would optimize
placement of reservists across missions, programs and
geography to meet service, unit and member needs. In
particular, centralized assignments would improve career
counseling for Reserve members, helping them build career
paths that would prepare them to assume roles of increasing
responsibility as they moved up through the ranks. This
included officers whose promotion prospects could be
impacted by localized assignment decisions that did not
adequately prepare them to compete on a service-wide basis
for promotion to senior grades.
By the mid-2000s, amid unprecedented use of the
Reserve force in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, it was
becoming increasingly clear that consolidating assignments

in one place was necessary to sustaining the Coast Guard
Reserve as a ready surge force for national missions.
However, centralization at PSC-rpm did not occur overnight.
Captain and commander assignments were consolidated
at PSC-rpm in 2006 at the recommendation of the Reserve
Strategic Assessment Team, followed by chief warrant officer
assignments in 2007.

getting undeRwAy
With the implementation of the Reserve Force Readiness
System (RFRS) the stage was set to shift all Reserve
assignments to PSC-rpm. The plan was for PSC-rpm to
take on junior officer and senior enlisted (E-7 through E-9)
assignments in AY 2010. Junior enlisted assignments were
to follow in AY 2011. However, the early disestablishment of
ISCs in 2009 prompted PSC-rpm to take on E-1 through E-6
assignments a year ahead of schedule.

sPotlight inteRview with meC ChRis RoyAl
By PAC John Masson, Ninth District Public Affairs

For Chief Petty Officer Chris Royal, the work
of assignment officers, who make the centralized
assignment process work for reservists, has been
crucial.
Royal's civilian role in the Office of Planning
and Readiness at Sector Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
has enabled him to see the process work most
clearly. He says there are several things reservists
new to the assignment process should do to help
ensure that it works well for them, too.
"The most important thing is getting
reservists to read the messages and understand
the assignment process," Royal said of the many
reservists who likely haven't had to pay attention
to assignment seasons in the past. "My experience
has been that the process actually works well. And the Reserve
assignment officers at Personnel Service Center have been very
effective and responsive when a command has concerns."
One case in point: While he was a reservist at Sector Detroit,
Royal said, several fellow reservists needed to relocate on short
notice for new jobs or school opportunities around the country.
"We were able to make the transfers to units in those areas
happen, just in a couple of weeks," Royal said. "It just took a
phone call from me to the assignment officer and an e-resume
endorsement from the command."
Another transfer actually involved Royal, a reservist since
1999, who shifted this fall from a senior enlisted position at
Sector Detroit to his new assignment as Senior Enlisted Reserve
Advisor (SERA) at Sector Field Office Grand Haven.
In the case of routine assignments for reservists who are due
to rotate, the most important step is making sure they submit an
effective e-resume. Reservists simply can't ignore that vital step.
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"You definitely have to put in an e-resume—
otherwise, they're going to put you where they
need you based on your skill set," he said. "And, you
need to make sure you select realistic assignments.
I believe there are a lot of senior people who don't
put in for anything but their present job, and
they're not necessarily going to keep them. Other
members put in for an assignment listed as closed
in Direct Access, and that won't work either."
For people unclear on the process, help is often
as close as a member's active duty counterpart
or Reserve supervisor. Reserve Force Readiness
System full-time support personnel at each Sector
can also be a big help noted Royal.
Royal cites a recent reorganization of all
reservists assigned to Sector Sault Ste. Marie. The most
important step, Royal said, was finding Chief Petty Officer
Academy graduates to fill SERA roles at Michigan stations in St.
Ignace and Portage, to help the newly assigned reservists adjust
to their new positions. Qualified candidates were found quickly,
thanks to the centralized assignment staff.
"For us, that was key," said Royal. "It was the missing piece of
the reorganization puzzle."
Royal said it's also important to remember, when trying
to understand the importance of the centralized assignment
process, that the goal is a more effective Coast Guard.
"From my perspective, eventually we should end up with
people in senior positions with much broader experience who
are there for the right reasons: to serve their country and make
the Coast Guard better," Royal said. "After this process works for
a couple of years, you'll end up with people who really want to
be there."

SELRES assignments:
the BAsiCs
Early tasks for the new Reserve Assignments Branch as it
geared up for AY 2010 included identifying where reservists were
assigned, including those who were in unbudgeted positions.
Determining which reservists were “in play” for assignment in
AY 2010 was also a critical task that had to be completed before
the first “kick-off” message could be released. The veteran AOs
at PSC’s Officer Personnel Management Division (PSC-opm) and
Enlisted Personnel Management Division (PSC-epm) not only
lent their expertise, but helped new PSC-rpm AOs get up to speed
through attendance at “AO University,” an in-house course for
active-duty detailers.
Early on, concerns were expressed in the field regarding the
impact of centralized assignments on junior enlisted members,
who some feared would be forced to take assignments outside
of reasonable commuting distance, or RCD. Because there is
no provision in law to compensate reservists for travel costs
associated with inactive duty training, an assignment outside
of RCD can be costly to the member. By policy, the Coast Guard
cannot force a member to drill outside RCD.

Just the fACts
Despite worries about forced assignments outside RCD, the
facts tell a different story: Of more than 800 assignments made in
the 2012 assignment season, 243 were outside of RCD, including
160 to officers in pay grades O-1 through O-6. Among enlisted
members in pay grades E-1 through E-6, however, only four
assignments of the 298 made, or just 1.3 percent, were outside of
RCD. And, all were made at the consent of the member.
Moreover, outside the regular assignment season, which runs
roughly from August to April, the assignment staff at PSC-rpm
assigned another 615 junior enlisted members at their request
due to physical relocations of members resulting from job
changes, college graduations, or other events, ensuring that they
could drill within RCD of their new homes.
Among officers, particularly captains and commanders,
however, most understand that voluntarily accepting assignments
outside of RCD is often necessary to pursue career paths that
maximize both their value to the service and their competitiveness
for promotion. For instance, of the 62 commanders who
were assigned by the AY 2012 Commander Assignment Panel
(consisting of two Flag Officers and three captains) 45 officers, or
73 percent, received assignments outside of RCD. Of that group,
70 percent received one of their top-three e-resume choices,
including highly sought-after positions at Coast Guard Reserve
units augmenting Department of Defense combatant commands
and as Senior Reserve Officers at Coast Guard sectors.
“Senior officer assignments are extremely competitive these
days, particularly given the fact that we have a much larger
number of commanders in an active status than available SELRES
billets,” said Cmdr. Rob Hanley, assistant division chief at PSC-rpm
and the AO for Reserve commanders.
“My observation after three years of assigning commanders
is that the officers with the best records are generally the most
competitive for the best jobs. And those jobs often require longdistance travel at the member’s expense,” Hanley added. “Yet, the
number of officers who seek those high-profile, career-enhancing
assignments, regardless of the commuting distance, consistently
exceeds the number of available billets.”

By Lt. Cmdr. Rick Howell, Reserve Assignments
Branch Chief (CG PSC-rpm-2)
While it is true that each assignment season is
dynamic and can vary in many ways from yearto-year, there are some fundamentals that are
common to every assignment year. For reservists
involved in the assignment process, a few basics
can aid in navigating the ebbs and flows of Reserve
assignments and can make the process less
intimidating.
The first thing every member should do when
preparing for a permanent change of station (PCS)
assignment is to read the annual “kickoff” message
for his or her pay grade. For reservists expecting or
desiring new PCS assignments in assignment year
(AY) 13, those messages were: ALCGRSV 052/12 for
senior officers, ALCGRSV 053/12 for junior officers,
ALCGRSV 054/12 for chief warrant officers and
senior enlisted members, and ALCGRSV 055/12
for junior enlisted members. Those messages
are available online at http://www.uscg.mil/
announcements/alcgrsv.asp.
Each kickoff message outlines the rules
surrounding how assignments are made,
member responsibilities and important timelines
and deadlines that must be met to ensure the
assignment process is fair and executed on time.
A key component of the kickoff message that is
largely overlooked is the time dedicated by the
PSC-rpm assignment officers (AOs) for assignment
counseling, which begins in early November
and concludes with the deadline for submitting
e-resumes.
This approximately 60-day period is when
members can visit or call their AOs to get
individualized assignment counseling. Often,
members make such inquires before the timeframe
spelled out in the message, which can limit the
AO’s ability to provide good counseling, because
not all variables are known at the time, including
command concerns.
When members use the established time for
assignment counseling they are afforded the best
information available based on several factors which
the AO has at his or her disposal thereby enhancing
their understanding of assignment options and the
assignment process.
Other key member responsibilities include:
• Timely e-resume submission.
• Ensuring official records are up to date,
including electronically imaged personnel
data records and employee summary sheets.
• Obtaining command endorsements when
required (e.g. SERA billets, tour extensions,
or short tours).
These tips and many others can be found in the
annual kick off messages and on the PSC-rpm-2
assignments webpage at http://www.uscg.mil/psc/
rpm/rpm2/ and can go a long way toward ensuring
an assignment that will best meet the needs of the
Coast Guard, the unit and the individual reservist.

CENTRALIZED
ASSIGNMENTS
Aligning Billets And Bodies
Matching members to available billets within RCD in the
appropriate ranks, ratings and competencies is a challenge
unique to the Reserve Program. Ongoing reviews of Reserve
positions on the Coast Guard’s Personnel Allowance List, or
PAL, show we have vacant billets where there are not enough
SELRES members to fill them, particularly in D11 and D13,
where there are significant vacancies among E-7 through E-9
positions. At the same time, there are districts, particularly
D8 and D9 that have too few SELRES billets on PAL in the
right ranks, ratings and competencies for members who
want to drill.
The Office of Reserve Affairs (CG-131) and the Office
of Resource Management (CG-833) work closely to align
chronically vacant SELRES billets (unfilled four years or
more) with areas where we either have members available,
or prospective recruits. PSC-rpm-2 plays a supporting role by
identifying chronically vacant billets that may be candidates
for reprogramming. This effort is bearing fruit: 148 vacant
billets have been reprogrammed Coast Guard-wide since
last July, and the Reserve Workforce Structure Board has
identified approximately 160 more to be considered for
reprogramming, noted Assignments Branch Chief Howell.
“The ongoing effort to reprogram chronically vacant
Reserve billets is vital to the Coast Guard's ability to meet

mission execution and provide surge capacity,” Howell
said. “When billets are reprogrammed to units with
training capacity or unmet operational needs, it allows
reservists to gain new skills associated with those billets.
Moreover, gaining units acquire personnel resources and
the programmatic support that accompanies those billets,
such as personal protective equipment or additional Reserve
Training appropriation funding."

long-teRm Ados mAnAgement
In addition to assigning reservists to SELRES positions,
PSC-rpm recently was designated as the sole authority for
assigning reservists to long-term, non-contingency active
duty for operational support, or ADOS. This represents a huge
shift in terms of support for Coast Guard missions. Long-term
ADOS is generally defined as 181 days or longer. Contingency
ADOS in support of overseas defense operations, short-term
ADOS of all types, and involuntary mobilizations under Title
10 and Title 14 of the U.S. Code continues to be managed by
PSC’s surge staffing branch in Alameda, Ca.
Because Coast Guard policy requires a reservist who
volunteers for long-term active duty to surrender his or her
SELRES billet, there is a natural nexus between management
of long-term ADOS and SELRES assignments. Having PSC-

sPotlight inteRview with mKC BRiAn hosKing
By PAC Judy Silverstein, D7 Public Affairswith contributions by PA2 Amir Lawal
Chief Machinery Technician Brian Hosking says
he joined the United States Coast Guard because it
was a good fit. Originally from New Zealand, Hosking
worked in Australia and England as a machinist and
welder before settling in south Florida. The idea of
military service beckoned, and in 2000, he joined the
United States Coast Guard Reserve. His career has
included several active duty tours.
“In 12 years serving as a reservist, I have been on
active duty for six,” he says.
Currently, Hosking is assigned to Station Fort
Myers Beach, Fla., serving as the Senior Reserve
Enlisted Advisor (SERA) for 17 reserve members.
The assignment was due, in part, to the shift to a
centralized assignment process. Typically, reservists serve a fiveyear tour at a unit. Rather than remaining at a unit indefinitely,
when the time for reassignment arrives, the needs of the service
are weighed in conjunction with the experience and qualifications
of a member. “By moving reservists around, you develop an
experienced workforce with diverse job skills that more closely
mirrors the active duty force,” says Hosking. He should know.
Hosking was initially assigned to Port Security Unit (PSU) 307
for 10 years. His job focused on keeping boats and machinery
ready for the next deployment. His SERA assignment has
provided him with new opportunities to manage, lead and
develop junior personnel.
“I was definitely at a point where I had gone as far as I could
in the PSU," Hosking says. “Being reassigned put me in a new
environment," he says.
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“Now, I focus on the members and their
readiness, instead of equipment,” Hosking says.
He admits the transfer was a bit of an adjustment
initially, adding that it has all worked out well.
“It makes you a more well-rounded individual.
Being transferred from a station to a sector puts
you in touch with entirely new people and broaden
your horizons,” he says. For example, an MK has
the opportunity to work with different machinery,
learn a new chain of command and network with
new people," Hosking says.
There are other advantages too.
“The centralized assignment process offers
opportunities to acquire new skills,” he says. “The
more skills you have, the more you have to offer the Coast Guard.”
That’s important because a shrinking budget means the Coast
Guard has also had to find new ways to keep reservist’s skills
updated.
Hosking says it’s wise for reservists to learn how the centralized
assignment process works by talking to their command and
visiting the Reserve Personnel Management (http://www.uscg.
mil/rpm/) website. He says taking the time to create a good
e-resume is essential to securing a good assignment.
“The e-resume is a tool that helps assignment officers assign
personnel to open billets. Taking the time to craft an e-resume
that fits what RPM seeks is worthwhile," Hosking says.
He sums up the centralized assignment process by saying it
has helped him branch out both personally and professionally.

rpm take responsibility for assigning reservists to long-term
ADOS simply made sense.
Following the same model used by PSC-opm and PSC-epm
to assign reservists to wxtended active duty, PSC-rpm solicits
applicants for an ADOS position and assigns the best qualified
individual from among the candidates who submitted
e-resumes. Once the ADOS assignment is made and activeduty orders are cut, the reservist vacates his or her SELRES
billet, which becomes available for another member to fill.
In addition to fostering fairness in the selection of reservists
for long-term ADOS, this change also strengthens internal
controls to keep active duty and Reserve end-strength at legally
authorized levels. More importantly, better management of
reservists performing long-term ADOS helps ensure a flexible,
responsive Reserve force for domestic and expeditionary
defense, homeland security and domestic disaster operations
– core Coast Guard Reserve missions.
There have been many changes in the three years since PSCrpm took on Reserve assignments, and change is not always
easy. But since 2009, units and members, as well as the staff
at PSC-rpm, have adapted to the new way of doing business.

Increasingly, units understand the importance of
communicating command concerns regarding Reserve
personnel to PSC early in the assignment season – as they
have for years for the active duty workforce. Reserve members
better understand the importance of communicating their
assignment preferences with AOs via e-resume, just as their
active duty shipmates do. And, the PSC-rpm-2 staff, with three
successful assignment seasons behind them, continues to
refine and improve how they do business to support the Coast
Guard, its units and the reservists who provide critical surge
capacity.
“As a long-serving reservist who came up the ranks form
E-1 to O-8, I can attest to many benefits we are beginning to
reap for both the service and the member by centralizing the
management of Reserve assignments,” noted Rear Admiral
Steve Day. “Furthermore, as the Acting Director of Reserve
and Military Personnel it is abundantly clear that centralizing
assignments is critical to our ability at the headquarters
level to recruit, retain and train a relevant, reliable and ready
Reserve force over the long haul.”

Senior officer assignments
By Cmdr. Rob Hanley, CG PSC-rpm
At first glance, there are myriad
similarities among Selected Reserve
(SELRES) officer and enlisted assignments.
For instance, everyone uses the Direct
Access e-resume to request positions on
the shopping list for their grades. And, the
time-tested advice offered by assignment
officers (AOs) applies universally to all
members: A well-crafted e-resume is the
best way to communicate your assignment
desires to your AO.
But among captains and commanders,
there are a number of important
distinctions from the assignments process
for junior officers and enlisted members,
including the fact that panels of senior
officers (including flag officers) review
and approve captain and commander
assignment slates in a process identical
to that for active-duty captains
and commanders. And, for captain
assignments, there is input on individual
candidates from the flag officers who
“own” a particular O-6 billet – just as is the
case with active-duty captain assignments.
There are other important distinctions,
among them the fact that at the captain
and commander level, all SELRES billets
are seen as “national fills” and members
are considered to be available for any
assignment, regardless of location. In other
words, reasonable commuting distance
(RCD) is not a primary consideration for
senior officer assignments. That doesn’t
mean an officer will be forced against his
or her will to take an assignment outside

of RCD. However, a senior officer who
declines an assignment based on RCD may
wind up not receiving a paid assignment.
Among senior officers (and all other
reservists, for that matter) transfer to
Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) status is
not the “kiss of death” many assume it to
be. Of the approximately 30 commanders
slated for the IRR by the Assignment
Year (AY) 2012 assignment panel, several
have been approved to drill without pay
at Coast Guard units, where they can
accrue retirement credit while continuing
to contribute to mission execution.
Given the significant mismatch between
commanders (and to a lesser extent,
captains) and available SELRES billets,
transfer to IRR status will likely be a reality
for senior officers in AY 2013 and beyond.
As with promotions, an officer’s record,
including Officer Evaluation Reports,
is the most important element in the
assignments process. Officers with the
strongest records generally compete most
successfully for the best assignments. But,
assignment history and career path are
also critically important, and many fine
commanders simply cannot compete for
command of a Port Security Unit (PSU) or
assignment to a reserve unit augmenting
a combatant command (COCOM) if they
didn’t seek assignments earlier in their
careers that prepare officers for those toptier positions.
Officers seeking defense operations and
joint assignments as senior officers should

begin early. Junior officers, for instance,
who alternate between assignments in
sector response and PSUs or Navy Coastal
Riverine Squadrons (formerly Maritime
Security Squadrons) can be competitive
for PSU operations officer or executive
officer at O-4 and PSU commanding officer
at O-5. Such a career path can also help an
officer compete successfully for command
of a COCOM Reserve unit as an O-6. Officers
who aspire to joint duty also should
prepare themselves through military
education (e.g. senior service schools,
Naval War College seminar courses, etc.).
Senior officers who are “in play” for
an assignment can help themselves
prepare by reading and understanding
the captain and commander assignment
guides posted on the PSC-rpm website.
These guides, which provide detailed
guidance on the unique features of O-5
and O-6 assignments, can be found at
http://www.uscg.mil/psc/rpm/rpm2/
assignments.asp#guides. In addition, wise
officers should become familiar with the
Commandant’s Guidance to Boards and
Panels, which is published annually prior
to the start of selection board season. The
Commandant’s Guidance, which is found
online at http://www.uscg.mil/rpm/
rpm1/PY13/default.htm offers the best
guidance on what officers need to do to
maximize their value to the Coast Guard
and their own potential to serve.
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Looking for a unique assignment: Try a CORIVRON
By Lt. Jessica A. Rangel, USCGR
While SELRES assignment season is in
full swing, many reservists want to know
what they are going to get before they
go shopping—for a billet that is. Doing
research is important, but you can expect
a significant “wow” factor when applying
for one of the USCGR’s most exclusive
positions at the Navy’s Coastal Riverine
Squadrons (CORIVRON)--formerly known
as Marine Expeditionary Security Squadrons
(MSRONs): previously known as Naval
Coastal Warfare Squadrons (NCWRON).
Despite the series of name changes, its
similarities to the Port Security Units (PSU),
and the uniqueness of integrating into a Navy
uniform and unit, this duty is like no other on
the shopping list.
The seven Coastal Riverine units are
comprised of three active duty units and
four reserve units. They are manned, coast guard members of corivron 8 at nAvstA newport on dec. 1, L-r (top): capt.
trained, and equipped to conduct port and Lane putala, cmdr. dan eagan, Lt. cmdr. Aaron wallace (bottom): chief tim donahue,
harbor security, high-value asset security Lt. dwight thompson, Lt. tom baker.
and escort, surveillance and reconnaissance,
Reserve allots CORIVRON unit reservists an additional 12 IDTs
insertion and extraction of fire teams, and command and control
annually. In return, unit members are expected to mobilize and
for supporting and assigned units in all weather conditions, 24/7.
deploy for up to one year during their tour. The tour is not for the
Although comparable to the Coast Guard’s PSUs, they have more
timid, but the reward for service is one you will always remember.
robust full-time Navy support and because of their size tend to offer
“It’s intense—it’s a lot of stuff to learn,” says Coast Guard
more resources, which include Title 10 funding and opportunities
reservist and CORIVRON EIGHT Safety Officer Lt. Tom Baker, who
to perform Active Duty for Operational Support (ADOS).
works at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration as a
Coast Guard reservists assigned to Navy CORIVRON’s
civilian. In addition to the rigorous unit training mapped out for us
(pronounced Co-Riv-Ron) are fully integrated into the unit and
between deployments, CG Reservists are expected to complete all
usually work under (and supervise) Navy personnel. Although
required Navy and Coast Guard GMT (general military training).
each Navy CORIVRON has a Coast Guard Senior Reserve Officer
Baker says, “It adds up, but it’s worth it for the opportunity
(SRO), Coasties are dispersed throughout the unit in different
to get joint service operational experience in a Navy unit. The
departments and don’t typically work with each other, meaning
perspective of working directly under a Navy department head
each Coast Guard member gets the opportunity to serve fully
and supervising Navy sailors is a unique experience for a Coast
embedded within an operational DOD unit. Selection for these
Guard junior officer.”
deployable specialized forces is very competitive and offer a
“It is definitely a learning experience [ideal for a follow-on PSU
unique tactical experience, travel, additional Inactive Duty for
assignment], and a good way to get out and get busy,” encourages
Training (IDTs), dual service physical fitness test requirement
Eagan comparing it to what many Coast Guard reservists consider
(offering the elliptical and treadmill options), and a new Navy
it, “…a PSU on steroids. You definitely feel more involved.” Recent
tactical sea bag The Navy Type III uniform is just another set of
deployments for CORIVRON EIGHT include a wide spectrum of
camouflage in Vietnam Veteran Marine and USCGR CORIVIRON
operations, from a two week tour for the Commemoration of the
EIGHT SROs Cmdr. Dan Eagan’s uniform closet. The former PSU
War of 1812 in New Orleans to a seven month joint operation in
307 department head fits the profile of an ideal SRO -- an O-5
the Middle East where Eagan, a U.S. Immigration and Customs
billet -- at CORIVRON and also holds down the unit’s Plans and
Enforcement budget analyst, flew a flag that he recently presented
Readiness Officer (N5) position. While tactical experience is
to his supervisor in recognition of the supervisor’s strong support.
usually preferred in the junior officer ranks, no experience is
According to the Cmdr. Eagan, “In the end it is all about
necessary for junior officers or enlisted billets (most units have
the people and having the best person do the job.” So far, Navy
both a Chief and PO1 Intelligence Specialist). This is accredited
personnel are consistently commenting on the high caliber and
professionalism of the assigned Coast Guard Reserve personnel.
to rigorous Navy readiness cycles that ensure everyone receives
“They’re even more impressed that we know what we don’t know
the training necessary for deployment, such as combat medical
and then set out to learn it,” Eagan says with a smile.
training, field combat tactics and intensive weapons training on
Reservists interested in serving at a Navy CORIVRON should
pistols, rifles, and various crew-served weapons. To maintain
check with their assignments officers during assignment season.
qualifications and gain unit position proficiency, the Coast Guard
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CGPC-rpm Assignment Officer Profiles
capt. phillip f. brookings — All reser ve captains
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1701

It’s always interesting, from two angles. One, when I talk to units
about their needs, I learn a great deal about the state of affairs
in the Coast Guard today, across all mission areas and all AORs.
There aren’t many jobs in the Coast Guard that provide you with
such a breadth of exposure. Two, when I interact with members, it’s
always an interesting exchange. It takes a person of character to
balance two careers and a family over the long haul. Character or
characters? I see both every day.

E-mail:
phillip.f.brooking
@uscg.mil

cmdr. robert “rob” t. hanley — All reserve commanders
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1702

Foremost, the satisfaction that comes from helping officers
maximize their value to the service and their own potential. After
three assignment seasons, it’s gratifying to see the successes
enjoyed by officers I’ve assigned.

E-mail:
robert.t.hanley
@uscg.mil

Lt. todd A. remusat — All reserve lieutenant commanders
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1788

I enjoy meeting new and interesting people every day. I like the
challenges of aligning service needs with members needs to meet
the overall mission of the Coast Guard Reserve.

E-mail:
todd.a.remusat
@uscg.mil

Lt. Jesse d. webster — d1, d5 and d7 junior officers
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1786

Assisting in aligning junior officers with billets that will help them
to succeed in the CGR.

E-mail:
jesse.d.webster
@uscg.mil

Lt. robert M. espenship — All d8, d9, d11, d13, d14 and d17 junior officers
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1787

It is very rewarding to be in a position to assist junior officers with
alignment of career goals through proper assignments.

E-mail:
robert.m.espenship
@uscg.mil
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pers4 daniel “dan” r. Meek — All reser ve cwos as well as all d7 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1795

I enjoy assisting junior enlisted reservists who are relocating
with their next SELRES assignment. This Reserve aspect takes
place throughout the year generally by exchanging emails after
an e-resume has been submitted and endorsed by the reservist’s
current command.

E-mail:
daniel.r.meek
@uscg.mil

MkcM John c. rector — All reserve gold and silver badge and d8 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1796

I have been tremendously humbled by the dedication,
professionalism, diverse experience, and responsiveness of the
Reserve workforce relating to enlisted assignments. It is the rare
exception when I do not receive, near immediate, communication
feedback from SELRES members regardless of their drilling status.
With 27 years of active duty Coast Guard service prior to my
current Assignment Officer position, I had little to no insight of the
magnitude of reservists that are mobilized answering the Coast
Guard surge mission requirements. In short, well done shipmates!

E-mail:
john.c.rector
@uscg.mil

yncs Joseph r. ormond — All reser ve d1 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1783

Interacting with the DXR/RFRS staffs and the reservists out in the
field who are my customers.

E-mail:
joseph.r.ormond
@uscg.mil

Lt.j.g. daniel n. sweeney — All reser ve d5 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1785

I enjoy being in a position to help people as well as finding the best
fit for the Coast Guard Reserve.

E-mail:
daniel.n.sweeney
@uscg.mil
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ync Jason c. coffey — All reserve d9 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1784

I enjoy puzzles. I really enjoy helping units balance their Reserve
personnel and fit the pieces together during the assignment season.
There is a great sense of accomplishment at the end of a stressful
assignment year when it all comes together.

E-mail:
joseph.r.ormond
@uscg.mil

yncM rhonda L. killmon — All reserve d11, d13, d14 and d17 enlisted personnel
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1797

It has been both enlightening and eye-opening to learn about
the intricacies of Reserve assignments. Every day is a learning
experience!

E-mail:
rhonda.l.killmon
@uscg.mil

Lt. cmdr. rick A. howell — non-contingency long-term Ados;
reserve A-school assignments
seLres assignments:

contact info:

what i like most or the most interesting aspect of being an Ao:

Phone:
(202) 493-1780

Helping members expand their value to the Service and reach
their full potential.

E-mail:
richard.a.howell
@uscg.mil

psc-rpm support staff
Like any other job, your assignment officer (AO) is supported by a
dedicated support staff who are hard at work behind the scenes. The
PSC-rpm-2 support staff is always engaged in a flurry of activities
that play a critical role in ensuring the Reserve assignment process
runs smoothly. Among the many support staff duties include the
following functions:

(L-r) yn3 emmanuel spigner, yn2 glenn grayer,
yn2 ricky wilson, yn3 Aileen Arce and
Ms. walterella "wallie" Mcnear

- A-school assignments
- New accessions (SRDC and Cape May recruits)
- Generating PCS orders
- Generating ADOS orders
- Direct Access assignment entries
- Assignment database management
- Support to assignment panels
- Direct Access strip chart maintenance
- CGMS Messages
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shipmates in Focus
a Father’s selFless aCt
saves one, inspires millions
through Daughter’s inCreDiBle
journey to nBC’s "the voiCe"
By pa2 jetta DisCo, D1-paDet nyC

"t

he Dr. told me that there might be a chance that I won’t
survive and I told him that’s okay,” said James Rizzitello,
a Chief Petty Officer in the Coast Guard Reserve stationed at
King’s Point, N.Y.
The 45-year-old Long Island native and father of three, is
no stranger to devotion and sacrifice. Rizzitello, who has been
with the Coast Guard and the New York Police Department for
more than two decades, has experienced a lot throughout his
career, but nothing compares to his personal story as a devoted
father.
Nearly 15 years ago, this loving father made the decision,
without hesitation, that could have ended his life in order to save
his 3-month-old daughter MarissaAnn. Recently, MarissaAnn,
who was given a second chance at life before she could even
talk, performed on the hit show, NBC’s “The Voice” as a member
of pop singing sensation Christina Aguilera’s team.
Soon after MarissaAnn was born, Rizzitello and his wife,
Maria, noticed that something wasn’t right. She was sleeping a lot
and her skin was yellow. Although jaundice wasn’t uncommon
in newborns, they began noticing that her belly was swollen.
They took MarissaAnn to their pediatrician to determine what
was going on. Rizzitello, sensing that something was wrong
with the doctor’s sudden nervous reaction took him aside and
asked if it was serious. His reply was that it could be very bad.
They needed to take her to the hospital right away.
Blood tests and a liver biopsy were conducted on the tiny
infant. The result was devastating to the family; MarissaAnn
was diagnosed with a rare liver disease called Biliary Atresia.
The disease only affects infants and causes bile to remain in the
liver, which attacks the liver cells.

chief rizzitello with daughter, MarissaAnn 15, at their home
in Long island, n.y., oct. 19, 2012. photo by Maria rizzitello.
MarissaAnn was put on a waiting list for a liver transplant
but her condition was deteriorating rapidly. Desperate to save
his daughter’s life and knowing that it could cost him his own,
Rizzitello was screened to be a donor.
“I decided that it was something that I was going to do,” said
Rizzitello. “It was something that I felt that I had to do. I wound
up having the same blood type as her and as long as I knew she
was going to be okay, it didn’t matter.”
Rizzitello paused and took a few deep breaths as he
reflected on that decision and how it could have ended.
As tears began to well up in his eyes, he looked up and
recalled a conversation with his mother just before he
went into the operating room.
“I remember one thing that my mother said to me when
they were wheeling me into the OR, she said, ‘Goodbye.’ I
said, ‘don’t say goodbye, see you later.’”
At six months old, MarissaAnn and her father
underwent the liver transplant surgery. Hours after the
painstaking procedure to replace the tiny damaged liver
with a partial liver; Rizzitello awoke gasping in pain and
short of breath due to the large incision. Feeling extremely
groggy, he asked about his daughter.
“I knew I had to see her; I was just so happy and
relieved,” Rizzitello said. “But it was scary to know that

chief rizzitello lays eyes on his daughter,
MarissaAnn, six months-old, for the frst time
following their liver transplant surgery. photo
courtesy of chief petty offcer James rizzitello.
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there was still a long journey ahead of us.”
Former ‘Coasties’ noW serve state
During the six months following the surgery, the Rizzitello
Department
family made the 3-hour trip from their home in Ronkonkoma,
Reprinted,
in
part,
from
the U.S. State Department’s STATE
N.Y. to St. Christopher’s Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia for
Magazine
MarissaAnn’s weekly progress checkups.
By eD Warner
“MarissaAnn was like a new baby,” he said. “She was very
active and eating a lot.”
The missions of the U.S. Coast Guard and State Department
Rizzitello jokingly said the doctors weren’t as concerned
overlap
in such areas as preventing drugs from reaching the
with him. He was extremely healthy and preparing for his first
United States, and the two also often work in concert in other
marathon, although on occasion, he experienced pain from the
ways, such as when the Department authorizes Coast Guardsmen
scar tissue left from the giant cross-shaped incision covering his
to board a foreign vessel.
chest and stomach.
There’s one other important way the two organizations
As a result of the surgery and recovery, Rizzitello was out of
intersect: A number of former and current Reserve members of
work for six months. But throughout his ordeal, he had a lot of
the Coast Guard serve at the State Department, often in positions
support from friends and family members including Coast Guard
that use leadership skills they gained while on active duty.
members from his unit, who he said he’d known for years and
James “Jim” Davidson, information management officer at
were like family to him.
the U.S. Embassy in Caracas, spent 15 years in the Coast Guard
“That’s one thing that the Coast Guard always stresses is to
Reserve, stationed in such locations as Panama, Puerto Rico and
take care of your shipmates,” Rizzitello said with a smile. “Be
Key West, where he worked with the 1980 Mariel Boatlift. Then,
there for each other and look out for them. It’s made me a better
in 1994, he joined the Foreign Service and found, when posted to
father.”
the Dominican Republic from 1997-2001, he had “endless Coast
He recalls one memory of MarissaAnn’s early childhood when
Guard duties.” He was even recalled to active duty, shortly after
the vivacious 6-year-old girl came home from kindergarten with
arrival, to assist with Operation Frontier Shield’s battle with
a note from her teacher saying that she has something special,
seaborne narco-traffickers.
that her voice sounds angelic.
“The ironic thing is that after the whole ordeal changed my life,
While in the Dominican Republic, he helped the Coast Guard
I’ve always said she’s my little angel,” said Rizzitello. “And when
build a base from which the fast, drug-laden boats approaching
she came home with that note, I was like, oh, my gosh.”
the coast of Hispaniola at the end of their 800-mile journey from
That moment inspired the Rizzitello family to hire a voice coach
Colombia would be met by the Coast Guard’s own fast interceptor
and encourage their daughter to pursue her dream of becoming
boats. In 1998, when Santo Domingo was hit by Hurricane
a singer and performing on stage. MarissaAnn says that music
Georges and the embassy and many residences were damaged,
has helped her get through her ordeal by putting her emotions
the chief of mission got him assigned to active duty again, to work
into her singing and connecting with the music. But it hasn’t
at the Dominican military airport coordinating helicopter and
always been easy for the teenager. As a result of the transplant
fixed-wing relief flights, he recalled.
MarissaAnn has a suppressed immune system, decreasing her
Davidson continued Coast Guard duty in his next posting to
body’s ability to fight infections and has to take medication for
Muscat, Oman, where he arrived a few days before Sept. 11, 2001.
the rest of her life.
While standing on a Muscat pier preparing to greet a U.S. Navy
“There were many highs and lows and lots of struggles at
cruiser and submarine on behalf of the Department, he saw a
times and my dad was there to pick me up and encourage me
Navy machine-gunner on the cruiser nervously tracking him with
every single time,” MarissaAnn explained. “I don’t
know if I could have ever done it without him. We
are a team!”
Because of their situation, the father/daughter
team shares a special bond and they are extremely
close. He’s been able to bring her underway
aboard his unit’s Coast Guard boat and he took her
to “The Voice” audition in Los Angeles.
“My dad has been the biggest support
throughout every experience,” MarissaAnn
explained. “I believe my dad being in the Coast
Guard makes him an even better dad. He is
protective yet loving and always wants to help
people, and I feel that his traits inspire me every
day.”
“I’m just so grateful for my dad being such a
selfless person that he would have given his life
for me and that is something I realize and am so
grateful for everyday,” said MarissaAnn.
Rizzitello and MarissaAnn hope to raise
awareness about this disease and continue to
inspire families with their story of love and hope.
“Everyone always says to me, you’re a hero, but
I tell them that I did what any other father would
during his 2007 deployment, Master chief davidson examines produce at a
do.” Rizzitello concluded.
baghdad market. photo by James cleveland.
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his weapon.
to board that vessel and see
“Perhaps the crew didn’t know what
what we could find,” he said.
to make of a Coastie in the Gulf of Oman
“Plus it often meant delaying
meeting their ship,” he surmised.
port calls or keeping us in
Back in Latin America in 2004,
heavy seas” in the Windward
Davidson worked with the Coast Guard
Passage between Cuba and
attaché in Quito, Ecuador, on such
Hispaniola. “Though we
missions as Navy and Coast Guard
always complained about
port calls at a large South American
them taking so long, the
seaport. Though he was the embassy’s
State Department usually
information management officer, he’d
came through and we got
spend weekends or “short periods
authorization to board the
of inactive duty” on Coast Guard
suspect vessels. I wasn’t
assignments. When a cutter visited
an officer, I had one of the
the port, he said he’d fly to the coast
lowest-level jobs in the Coast
from Quito and meet with security and
Guard, and I had no idea
Master chief davidson gives a force protection brief
logistics people before the visit.
that I’d ever work for State.
in the persian gulf near Abu-dhabi.
“When the cutter arrived in the
However, I vividly remember
morning,” he said, “we would have fuel
being in awe whenever the State
trucks, telecommunications, money, food and other supplies there
Department got involved.”
to meet them.”
The boat shoe was on the other foot in 2001, though, when
He’d brief the commander and crew about security and bring in
as a new Ops Center watch officer, “we would put together calls
the tourism and logistics experts. When the cutter departed two or
between the USCG, State and others for some Coast Guard cutter
three days later, he’d fly back to Quito.
conducting a boarding somewhere. It always took me back to [my
He also aided U.S. ships’ crew members who were being
time] standing on a deck getting wet or cooking in the sun waiting
medically evacuated. Once, a crewmember with a broken foot was
on the State Department,” Clare said.
being lifted by his partner when the partner slipped on the ship’s
gangway, breaking his own ankle.
ilbur Velarde served on active Coast Guard duty from 1998
“I took both to the local hospital, where we spent six hours. It
to 2004. Aboard the Courageous out of Panama City, Fla., he
was one of the injured crewmember’s birthday,” Davidson recalled.
served as operations officer, coordinating operational planning
A downside of being a reservist might be that one can suddenly
and mission execution for the 210-foot cutter, coordinating the
be recalled to active duty, as Davidson was again in 2006, when he
operations of its 14 officers and 80-plus enlisted sailors, and
was sent to Baghdad. He served at the U.S. Embassy as military
managing his department’s budget. He was later a watch supervisor
special assistant to the Homeland Security Country Director
in a Coast Guard office that managed vessel traffic in the Houstonfor six months. After a subsequent assignment at Coast Guard
Galveston area, aiming to reduce collisions and groundings.
Headquarters, he retired in 2010 after 31 years of service.
He joined the State Department in 2008 and has moved from a
Davidson said the Coast Guard “taught me leadership early.”
posting as a consular officer and deputy fraud prevention manager
Since it is small compared to other U.S. military services, the Coast
in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, to Hamburg, Germany, where he’s
Guard lets its members “supervise, command and mentor others
management officer and post security officer. He said he brought
sooner,” he said. “Small cutters are often commanded by senior
with him an attitude to lead by serving those under his charge.
enlisted or junior officer personnel.”
Treat all your people with dignity and respect while remaining
At the State Department, Davidson said he promoted teamwork
focused on the mission, he advises.
–as if he were on a small boat, and listened to teammates before
Life at State and in the Coast Guard has in common the relocation
making decisions.
associated with new tours of duty, he said. The Department should
He said Department meetings “seemed unorganized, often went
offer better training “for entry-level officers placed in positions
off on tangents or lasted much longer than scheduled.” Lately,
above their grade” and more informal and formal leadership
he continued, more people understand they should announce
training, he added.
the reason for meetings beforehand, provide agendas by e-mail,
Velarde is now a commander in the Coast Guard Reserve,
follow the agendas and assign tasks and list
serving at the Department of Defense
accomplishments when the meeting ends.
National Military Command Center, a
“Now, that is progress,” he enthused.
24x7 worldwide monitoring and crisisaction-planning operation. Because the
U.S. government provides only 15 days
nthony Clare, a Bureau of Consular Affairs
per year of military leave, he said he often
analyst, served six years in the Coast Guard
uses his annual leave to meet the Reserve’s
and remembers an incident where his prior service
requirement that he spend at least 36
intersected with his Department of State career. As
workdays on duty per year.
a junior enlisted deck seaman on the cutter Alert
“[There is] a tremendous amount of
on counter-narcotics patrol in the Caribbean in the
balancing
between my family, Department
late 1980s, “we would encounter non-U.S.-flagged
of State duties and military obligations,” he
vessels that we wanted to board, but that required
said.
authorizations from Washington.” The Alert, he said,
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would shadow such vessels, sometimes for hours,
awaiting State Department approval.
“It was rather frustrating because we wanted
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cmdr. wilbur velarde

****

ot all Coasties at State are former
ones, of course. Many embassies
have active-duty Coast Guard officers

serving as Coast Guard liaisons, as Barry Compagnoni is doing at
the U.S. Embassy in Beijing. But what may be most unique about
Compagnoni’s role at this, one of State’s largest posts, is that he’s
the only Coast Guard officer posted to China.
He works with China’s maritime agencies on such Coast Guard
objectives as maritime safety and security, and stewardship of
the maritime environment. He helps coordinate operations to
“improve our ability to conduct maritime search and rescue,
enforce laws targeting illegal fishing, improve environmental
protection and ensure consistent compliance with international
standards for commercial shipping.”
�

mike roWan:
ChieF Cook anD…engineer

FSCM Michael Rowan is assigned as the senior enlisted member
of the Logistics Department at Sector Long Island Sound (LIS) in
New Haven, Conn., Rowan began his career on active duty in 1988.
After completing boot camp at Cape May he was assigned to the
Coast Guard Academy. After release from active duty he joined
the Reserve and was assigned to Station Fire Island, N.Y. where
he served from 1990-2008. In 2008 he transferred to Sector LIS.
He was mobilized on 9-11 and again for the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill.
Rowan’s civilian job is the Director-Operations Training for the
Long Island Rail Road (LIRR). He is responsible for the oversight,
training and regulatory compliance of over 3,000 employees in
the Transportation, Mechanical and Engineering Departments of
the LIRR.
He began his career as a Police Officer with the LIRR in 1990
and was promoted to Sergeant in 1993. In 1996, he accepted a
new challenge and entered the Locomotive Engineer training
program. He qualified in 1997 to operate all types of locomotive
equipment on over 700 miles of track throughout the LIRR
system. After entering the management ranks of the LIRR in
2000, he took on assignments of increasing responsibility. These
assignments included Training Specialist, Road Foreman, Rules
Examiner and Manager-Locomotive Engineer Training. He was
promoted to Director in 2012. He also maintains his certification
as a locomotive engineer.
Rowan has been married to his wife, Sarah, for 23 years. They
have 2 children; Aislinn, a junior in college, and Patrick, a high
school senior. His hobbies include exercise, reading and travel.
Rowan is a certified USSF soccer referee; officiating travel, high
school and adult soccer matches.

fscM rowan on the job at Long island rail road.

ync erica graeber (left) and yncs Melissa sharer pose with Mrs.
Mabel Johnson during the yeoman symposium they attended at
the pay and personnel center in topeka, ks.

spar maBel johnson:
immigrant, veteran, trail Blazer

Mabel Eleanor Evensen was the daughter of Norwegian
immigrants - both of her parents came to the United States from
Norway when they were teenagers. Her mom came over by
herself; Mabel thinks her father came over with his brothers.
Her parents insisted that all the children (there were 5 - one
died from measles as a child) speak English in the home. They
thoroughly embraced their new country. Her father died when
she was 13. Her mother took a job as a domestic, and the
children were expected to work to keep the family together.
After secretarial school, Mabel worked at the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company. Her two older brothers became government
workers - one worked for the Federal Drydock in Bayonne, New
Jersey. They built destroyer escorts for the Navy. They also built
Liberty ships. Her other brother became a naval architect for the
Army Materiel Command. He was involved in designing New York
harbor ferries including a ferry to Governor's Island (a former
Army base and later a CG training center).
Mabel enlisted in the Coast Guard in October, 1943. At that
time she was working in New York City. Mabel knew she wanted
to enlist, but didn't know to which branch she should apply. So,
she decided to walk up Broadway and enter the first recruiter's
office she came to - it happened to be the Coast Guard where she
became a SPAR; the nickname, derived from the Services motto
Semper Paratus – Always Ready, for women serving in the Coast
Guard Reserve.
Shortly thereafter she was off to boot camp and then on to
storekeeper school. In May, 1944 Mabel was transferred to
Cleveland and worked in the payroll and supply division for Coast
Guardsmen operating on the Great Lakes. She was offered a
transfer to Hawaii, but her future husband, Ken, encouraged her
to turn it down.
Mabel married Ken Johnson in March, 1945. Ken was serving
in the Merchant Marines; his home port was New York City. All
Service men and women were required to wear their uniforms
at all times, and Mabel had to get special permission to wear a
wedding dress when they were married.
Eventually Mabel was able to transfer to New York but only by
finding another SPAR, who held a comparable job as hers with an
acceptable reason for wanting to transfer to Cleveland.
Mabel was honorably discharged on May 18, 1946.
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the more you know

it's your money
are you receiving your correct military pay? are you being under
or overpaid? is your retired pay going to be accurate?
story by Charlie Bartocci, Coast guard pay and personnel Center
Now that I have your attention…These are questions each of
you should be asking yourself TODAY! To ensure you are receiving
the correct pay and for your piece of mind about the accuracy of
your retired pay, you should remember it is your responsibility to
make sure your pay record reflects the correct data.
One of the most overlooked and often inaccurate pieces of
information in your pay record is the “Pay Entry Base Date”
(PEBD). What is a PEBD and why is this date so important?
Your PEBD determines your total military service creditable
for pay purposes. The Coast Guard Pay Manual, COMDTINST
M7220.29B defines creditable service for pay purposes:
“Under the authority of 37 USC 205, compute a member’s
cumulative years of service for the purpose of determining the
member’s rate of basic pay by adding all periods of active and
inactive service as a commissioned officer, warrant officer,
or enlisted member in any Regular or Reserve component of
a Uniformed Service”. So in simple term, ALL your military
service, active duty and inactive duty is creditable service for pay
purposes.
So, when you are eligible for pay at the over 2, over 4, over 6
and so on, your years of service is dependent upon how much
“creditable service” you have for pay purposes, and the correct
establishment of your PEBD. Is yours correct?
Unfortunately, there are many service members with an
incorrect PEBD. Many stem from a simple misinterpretation of
the law upon date of enlistment. There are two dates established
by law that are used to determine what military time is creditable
for pay purposes: 01 January 1985 and 28 November 1989.
1. If your original enlistment was prior to 01 January
1985, all time served is creditable for pay purposes.
For example, if you enlisted under the Delayed Entry
Program, where you took your oath of enlistment on
one day, but did not actually enter military service for
up to 1 year after. Most of us remember this as the DEP
program. Time served in the DEP program is creditable
if original enlistment was prior to this date.
2. If your original enlistment was on 01 January 1985
through 28 November 1989, time served in the DEP
program is not creditable. Your PEBD is established “on
your first day of Active Duty”. If you enlisted as a Reserve
member on 15 July 1988 but did not complete any active
duty until 01 February 1989, your PEBD would be 01
February 1989, even if you performed Inactive Duty for
Training (IDT) prior to the active duty.
Many reservists that enlisted under the “Direct Petty
Officer” program (RX), had their PEBD established on
the day of enlistment vs. their first day of active duty,
which was up to a year after enlistment, even though
they performed their IDT prior to any active duty.
3. If your original enlistment was on or after 29 November
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1989, your PEBD is established on your first day of
active duty unless you performed any IDT, then your
PEBD would be the day of enlistment. For example, if
you enlisted 01 February 1990 and performed IDT in
March 1990, prior to any active duty, your PEBD would
be 01 February 1990.
Here are some examples:

1. original enlistment prior to 01 jan 1985. If
you enlisted prior to this date, the PEBD would be your
date of enlistment. If you enlisted in the DEP program
15 June 1984, went to basic training 01 September
1984, your PEBD would be 15 June 1984.

2. original enlistment on or aFter 01 january
1985, But prior to 29 novemBer 1989. If you
enlisted DEP on 15 June 1990, and your first day of
active duty was 01 October 1990, then your PEBD
would be 01 October 1990, not 15 June 1990 even if
you performed IDT.

3. original enlistment on or aFter 29
novemBer 1989. If you enlisted DEP, or Direct Petty
Officer (RX) program, and your first day of active duty
was 01 October 1990. But, if you performed IDT prior
to the active duty. Your PEBD would be the day of
original enlistment.

prior military serviCe. If you had prior military service
or a break in continuous military service, your PEBD may be
adjusted to reflect service not creditable.
retirement. As a reservist, you are mandated by policy
to retire at 60 years of age (unless granted a waiver within the
law), or when you have 30 years of military service (again unless
granted a waiver within the law). The 30 years military service is
determined by, you guessed it, your PEBD!
As many of you may be aware, the Coast Guard (by Law) is
under an audit. The auditors are confirming that approximately
40% of Coast Guard Reserve members have inaccurate Retirement
Point Statements, many of which involve errors in the PEBD!
The time is now to ensure your PEBD, and any other entry
on your Retirement Point Statement is accurate! The Pay
and Personnel Center (SES) is your point of contact for any
discrepancies with your Reserve Retirement Point Statement or
your PEBD. If you feel any information is inaccurate, contact your
Servicing Personnel Office for assistance with verification and
submission for corrections.
So back to the original questions…Is your PEBD accurate? Are
you receiving your correct military pay? Is your retired pay going
to be accurate?
Now is the time to find out.

usCg ppC 2013
reserve Drill WeekenD Dates
january 12-13, 2013
FeBruary 9-10, 2013
marCh 16-17, 2013
*april 20-21, 2013

(ALL HANDS – PHONES NOT MANNED)

may 18-19, 2013
june 8-9, 2013
july 20-21, 2013

august 17-18, 2013
septemBer 21-22, 2013
hours of coverage

(on the above weekends):
Saturday: Phone Coverage 0800-1130 and 1230-1500
Trouble tickets worked: 0600-1130 and 1230-1600
Sunday: Phone Coverage 0800-1130 and 1230-1400
Trouble tickets worked: 0600-1130 and 1230-1400
*April and October are PPC reserve training/admin weekends.
Phones will not be monitored.

navigating the new Cg portal
story by ms. rory jansen, C4it service Center

The Coast Guard needs to equip personnel with better, faster,
smarter technology to help them manage the complex range of
missions required in today’s dynamic operating environment. As
the service’s internal collaborative, web-based work space, CG
Portal must continue to improve and grow.
Currently, CG Portal uses three distinct tool sets from
different suppliers that require extensive integration to
provide basic portal functionality. The result has been slow
performance, complicated site navigation
and extensive maintenance. During
the fall of 2012, CG Portal upgrades to
SharePoint 2010 will provide critical new
functions including improved document
management, tagging, sharing, site
analytics, streamlined collaboration sites
and additional interactive features.
The CG Portal upgrade aims to support
the Coast Guard’s transforming command
and control structure and enable better
business practices for everyone. It will
provide Coast Guard personnel with the
necessary tools for better collaboration
and smarter work practices, while the
intuitive interface will make it easier
to use. The result will be well-managed
figure 1.
information that is easy to find, share and
use.

BeneFits oF the neW Cg portal
While the software upgrades sound extensive, the structure
and concept of CG Portal will remain the same with only minor
alterations to the look and feel.
Some of the benefits users can anticipate are outlined here in
figure 1.
CG Portal currently offers limited content management and
collaboration features; whereas, SharePoint 2010 will improve
information management and enhance collaboration. For

example, users will now be able to tag and share documents,
links and stories on their CG Portal Mysite.
In addition, effectively managing large volumes of documents
is a challenge for any organization, but the right tools can
greatly simplify management of documents, projects, and online
interactions. Multiple versions of documents currently posted
on disparate sites around the CG Portal impede a user’s ability
to find information and effectively manage critical elements of
missions. The new CG Portal offers a Coast
Guard-wide solution that quickly processes
and deciphers volumes of vital information,
leading to easier management, searching,
and sharing.
The CG Portal upgrade technical
team will handle 90 percent of the work
associated with the upgrade of the Portal.
They will migrate all of the content
from the existing CG Portal to the new
SharePoint Portal. The only requirement
of site administrators is to review their
sites, deleting unnecessary, outdated or
duplicate content so that only relevant
and essential documents are moved to the
new system. CG Portal site administrators
should keep an eye out for official
correspondence outlining expectations to ensure a
smooth transition to the new system.
Training will be available both in-person and online for
anyone that is interested in learning SharePoint 2010. Finally,
keep in mind that CG Portal is an internal system and that the
content shared is not for public dissemination. Information on
a unit’s Portal site does not replace the need for units to update
and maintain their internet website on www.uscg.mil.
For more information, including training information and
FAQs, please visit CG Portal Upgrade Community in CG Portal:
https://cgportal2.uscg.mil/cgportalhelp/Pages/
cgportalhelp.aspx
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one-Day reserve retirement seminars available
The transition to retirement is very different for Selected Reserve (SELRES)
personnel than it is for those retiring from active duty. While active duty men and
women may be developing resumes and preparing for their post-military career,
most retiring reservists already have full time jobs or may be really retiring. Retiring
SELRES typically don't need help with crafting a resume or finding a job but do need
information on military retirement compensation and benefits.
The Army Reserve offers one-day Reserve pre-retirement seminars at various
locations around the country. These seminars are available to Coast Guard Reservists
at no charge, but advanced registration is required. Below you will find a list of dates
and locations if you are interested in attending. Also included are points of contact for
course registration and additional information.
Planning for retirement necessarily includes a lot of research for making informed
decisions about the pay and benefits you have earned. Be sure to do your research and
ask questions as you navigate your way through the transition from SELRES to retiree
status.
By the way, when you do retire, you can stay connected to the Coast Guard through
your regional Coast Guard Retiree Council.
More information is available at: www.uscg.mil/retiree
Additional helpful websites:
Department of Defense online transition assistance: www.turbotap.org
Coast Guard PPC- Retiree & Annuitant Services Branch: www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras
Department of Veterans Affairs: www.va.gov
TRICARE Retiree Dental Program: www.trdp.org
TRICARE: www.tricare.mil
RC-SBP: www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/RCSBP.pdf

88th regional support CommanD
retirement serviCes oFFiCer
60 south o street
Ft. mCCoy, WisC. 54656-5138
oFFiCe:(608)388-0596
Dsn: 280-0596
FaX:(608)388-0605
(states: Wa, or, iD, mt, Wy, ut, Co,
ks, ne, sD, nD, mn, Wi, ia, mo, il, in,
mi, oh)

Date

loCation

99th regional support
CommanD
retirement serviCe oFFiCe
attn: Dhr/rso
5231 s sCott plaza
Ft DiX, n.j. 08640-5730
oFFiCe: (609)562-1696
FaX: 609-562-7981/7632
(states: va, vt, ri, pa, ny, nj, nh,
me, mD, ma, De, Ct, Wv)

Date

loCation

63rD regional support
CommanD
retirement serviCes oFFiCe
230 rt jones roaD
mountain vieW, CaliF. 94043
oFFiCe: (650)526-9513
FaX: (650)526-9477
(states: Ca, nv, az, nm, tX, ok, ar)

Date

loCation

26-jan-13

los alamitos, Ca

23-mar-13

oklahoma

13-apr-13

little roCk, ak

27-apr-13

neW meXiCo

11-may-13

san Diego, Ca

29-jun-13

san antonio, tX

3-aug-13

riversiDe, Ca

7-sep-13

seagoville, tX

81st regional support
CommanD
retirement serviCes oFFiCer
1525 marion ave.
Fort jaCkson, sC 29207
oFFiCe: (803)751-9865
Dsn: 734-9865
FaX: (803)751-3152
(states: ky, tn, ms, la, al, ga, Fl,
sC, nC, pr)

Date

loCation

12-jan-13

st louis, mo

26-jan-13

Fort Belvoir, va

9-FeB-13

WitChita, ks

23-mar-13

Coraopolis, pa

26-jan-13

Ft. ruCker, al

9-mar-13

vanCouver, Wa

27-apr-13

Fort DiX, nj

23-FeB-13

east point, ga

20-apr-13

Ft snelling, mn

18-may-13

riChmonD, va

27-apr-13

puerto riCo

4-may-13

Ft Custer, mi

22-jun-13

Fort hamilton, ny or
Fort totten, ny

29-jun-13

Fort Bragg, nC

20-jul-13

ColumBus, oh

27-jul-13

harrisBurg, pa

27-jul-13

tennessee

10-aug-13

Ft sheriDan, il

24-aug-13

BuFFalo, ny

24-aug-13

louisiana

14-sep-13

Ft Douglas, ut

21-sep-13

Fort DiX, nj

21-sep-13

Fort knoX, ky
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The following testimonials are from the surveys collected after
pre- and post- deployment Yellow Ribbon events held in 2012:
“The last deployment Yellow Ribbon was not established in the
Coast Guard. As a result I was not at all prepared for what to expect
while my son was in Kuwait. This is a wonderful program and in my
opinion, tax dollars well spent on citizens deserving their country's
support.”
“Very informative and professional…it feels like a family…great
camaraderie.”
“This is a wonderful program, full of excellent, useful information.
THANK YOU!”
“My wife and I have attended countless lectures and seminars like
this over the years, in both U.S. and U.K. This was by far the BEST!”
“After attending the program for the 3rd time the information was
refreshing each time. A wonderful resource for not only information
gathering but also a way to re-cement unit bonding as members
network within families - adding to the "family unit" atmosphere CO
inspires. Appreciate that this is offered.”

"For those who serve, and those who support."
Coast Guard’s Yellow Ribbon events are open to all eligible Reserve
members and their families or friends. To learn more about attending an
event contact us at: yellowribbon@uscg.mil or visit
the Yellow Ribbon web page at www.uscg.mil/reserve/yellowribbon

If your reading this, then we
have survived the Mayan
apocalypse, and in that case,
from everyone here at the

RESERVIST
we wish you and yours a
healthy and prosperous

2013.
OS3 Roxane ShefÅeld is shown
here with her dad Cmdr. Andy
ShefÅeld,a RPA, her mom, Quincy,
and her sister and brother, AndieClaire and Eli following the return
of the USCGC WAESCHE to its
homeport in Alameda, CA after a
six month deployment.

– The Staff of
Reservist Magazine

FRA Education Foundation
2012-2013 Open
The Fleet Reserve Association (FRA) Education Foundation
opened its 2012-2013 scholarship season in September and will
be
accepting applications until April 2013.
To be eligible for FRA Education Foundation awards, applicants
must be afÅliated with the Coast Guard, Navy or Marine Corps,
either through their own service or that of a spouse, parent
or
grandparent.
Foundation scholarships of up to $5000 are funded throug
h
private donations, established trusts and corporate sponsorships,
and recipients are selected based on Ånancial need, academ
ic
standing, character, and leadership qualities.
Members of the FRA and their family members qualify for
a
broader range of scholarships, several of which are funded throug
h
member legacy donations.
For more information please visit: www.fra.org/foundation.
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Capt. Mark S. Ogle led the promotion ceremony
for Cmdr. John R. Settle III on board the USCGC
Eagle at OpSail 2012 in Norfolk, Va. In attendance
were his family and friends, including wife, Gail,
sons, John IV and Josh, as well as his 87 year old
father, John Settle II, U.S. Army Air Corp (ret.).

TO CHANGE YOUR
MAILING ADDRESS:
Selected Reservists:

Local Police Department Receives ESGR Award
The Edina Police Department was awarded the ESGR Pro Patria
Award in Minnesota for supporting two Coast Guard Reserve
members. Shown here (L-R) are Lt. Mike Nibbe, Mayor Jim
Hovland, BM1 Brandon Kuske (Sector UMR), ME1 Kevin RoÅdal
(MSU Duluth), Lt. Daniel McMahon (Sector UMR), Chief Jeff
Long and Lt. Jeff Elasky.

Please use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or send your address change to
your unit Servicing Personnel
OfÅce (SPO).

Individual Ready Reservists
(IRR):
Please contact the IRR
Personnel Support Unit via
email at:
ARL-DG-CGPSCIRR@uscg.mil
or at:
Commander (rpm-3)
Personnel Service Center
Us Coast Guard Stop 7200
4200 Wilson Blvd
Ste 1100
Arlington, Va 20598-7200

Retired Reservists:

Retired Reserve Master Chief
still representing the Coast Gu
ar

Please send e-mail to Personnel
Service Center (ras) at:
ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
or use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or use self-service at
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/
directoryassistance.asp#one
or call 1-800-772-8724.

d

Master Chief Mary Fowlkes
was honored as the Coast
Guard
representative in advertisement
s for the Milwaukee Veterans Day
Parade.

osC
advancement
shines through
sandy

Coast guard members visit Walter reed
enlisted members from cg-13 went to walter reed national Military Medical
center bethesda, Md to visit wounded warriors. from left to right are: sk3 curtis
Litzenberger, sk2 natalie fajardo, yncs Mike Jarbeck, cgrf-Mc Mark Allen,
skc darien Moya, bMcs John ostrowski and yn2 soldevilla. behind the group
is a custom motor cycle built and donated by orange county choppers of the tv
show American chopper.

reserve Component senior enlisted honor
one of their own
during a recent ceremony at the pentagon each reserve component's senior
enlisted Advisor thanked command sergeant Major John gipe for his service long
and faithful service as senior enlisted Advisor to the Asst. sec. of def., for reserve
Affairs. included were (left to right) csM James M Lambert, UsAr; csM brunk
conley, Ang; csM Michael schultz, osd-rA (incoming); csM John d. gipe, osdrA (outgoing); forcM chris t wheeler, Usnr; cgrf-Mc Mark Allen, Uscgr; and
sgtMaj James e booker, UsMc.
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U. S. Coast Guard Petty Officer 1st
Class Patrick Kriske, a reservist with
the National Strike Force’s Pacific
Strike Team based out of Novato,
Calif., advances to Chief Operations
Specialist during a pinning ceremony
at the Incident Command Post while
on deployment to the Hurricane
Sandy Pollution Response in Staten
Island, N.Y., Dec. 1, 2012.
Kriske enlisted into the Coast
Guard, as an active duty member, in
October of 2003 and went straight
to Operations Specialist A-school
directly after graduating Recruit Basic
Training. From A-school his first unit
was Communications Area Master
Station Pacific located in Point Reyes,
Calif., and worked there until 2007
where he then joined the Reserve. His
first Reserve unit was Port Security
Unit 308 out of Gulfport, Miss. where
he was stationed until 2008 and then
transferred to his current unit with
the Pacific Strike Team.
Chief
Kriske’s
advancement
ceremony was somewhat of a nontraditional Coast Guard ceremony. He
had anchors, the insignia signifying
the rank of chief petty officer, pinned
on his coveralls by two of his fellow
reservists from the Pacific Strike
Team. The collar device, a fouled
anchor with a shield superimposed
on its shank, represents stability,
security, flexibility and strength.
Traditionally, a chief advancement
ceremony happens in a place of the
person’s choosing, but that was not
the case here. A pinning ceremony
might be aboard a cutter in the middle
of the Pacific Ocean or on land with a
view of the Statue of Liberty and all
your friends, family and shipmates to
watch. Chief Kriske’s ceremony was
anything but traditional or planned
out, but it was certainly unique
and special nonetheless. Kriske’s
pinning ceremony was held during
the morning operations brief at the
Incident Command Post during his
deployment.
“My father (Master Chief Aviation
Maintenance
Technician
Kerry
Kriske) was the first to notify me that
I was making Chief. He had read the
advancement list just a couple days
before my actual advancement date

and congratulated me on my advancement to chief,” said
Kriske. “I was excited about advancing during a deployment
because I would be able to share that with many of my fellow
reservists from my unit on deployment with me.”
Immediately after the situations report during the
morning operations brief, Chief Petty Officer Melinda Bacon
and Lt. Douglas Dresnek, activated reserve members with
the Pacific Strike Team on deployment with him, had the
honors of pinning on Kriske’s anchors as Lt. Cmdr. Richard
Greenbauer read aloud the advancement presentation.
Response members, both active duty and reserve, from all
the branches of the National Strike Force’s teams – Atlantic,
Pacific, Gulf, Coordination Center and Public Information
Assist Team, as well as members from Sector New York, then
had the opportunity to shake his hand and congratulate him
on his advancement.
“The fact that we are a highly deployable unit makes
an advancement ceremony for a reservist even that much
more special,” said Lt. Cmdr. Richard Greenbauer, the
Senior Reserve Officer for the Pacific Strike Team in Novato,
Calif. “All reservists, regardless of where you stand in the
organization, need to be ready for the call and should take
the opportunities to grow both professionally and personally,
which is what Chief Kriske has done here at the Hurricane
Sandy Pollution Response.”
Story by PA3 Sara Romero
Public Affairs Detachment New York
Hurricane Sandy Pollution Response Unified Command

U.s. coast guard chief petty offcer Melinda bacon (left) and Lt.
douglas dresnek pin anchors on chief petty offcer patrick kriske as
Lt. cmdr. richard greenbauer reads the advancement presentation
during his advancement ceremony while on deployment to
hurricane sandy pollution response in staten island, n.y., dec. 1,
2012. bacon, dresnek, greenbauer and kriske are all activated
reserve members on deployment to hurricane sandy pollution
response from the national strike force’s pacifc strike team based
out of novato, calif.

mcDonald's of
hawaii signed
a statement of
support with
esgr
pictured are (l. to r.) Maj. sean
barnes, site commander, 4th
force
reconnaissance
co.,
UsMcr; cmdr. Lisa schulz,
district 14 reserve program
Administrator, Uscgr; brig. gen.
stanley osserman, commander,
hawaii Air national guard; brig.
gen. gary hara, commander,
hawaii Army national guard;
robert borek, state chair,
employer support of the guard
and reserve, hawaii committee;
veronica kaneko, president
and Managing director, Mcdonald's restaurants of hawaii; brig.
gen. Jon d. Lee, director of Military services, 9th Mission support
command, UsAr; brig. gen. (ret.) Ann M. greenlee, vice chair,
employer support of the guard and reserve, director doL/vets and
employer outreach director; brig. gen. Joseph kim, deputy Adjutant
general, state of hawaii, department of defense Ambassador; p.

pasha baker, chair emeritus, employer support of the guard and
reserve, Ambassador to the UsAr pacifc and Military outreach
director; cmdr. Michael Joyner, commander, naval operations
support center pearl harbor, Usnr; Lt. col. Adonis basto, Assistant
chief of staff, 9th Mission support command, UsAr; Lt. col. stuart
toft, deputy commander, 624 regional support group, UsAfr.
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Awards

engle gets
second star

CG AChievement medAl
ME2 Andrew Hansen
ME2 Kevin Williams

IVCM John Engle’s daughter Lily and
son Zane (not shown) participated
in Engle’s advancement ceremony to
Master Chief on December 1. Master
Chief Engle is assigned to CGIS Central
Region, and serving out of the Resident
Agent Office in Sault Ste. Marie, MI.

CG ReseRve
Good ConduCt
ME1 Ron Brittain
ME2 Carlos Lare-Masters
ME2 Samona Turner

Reserve PA
Completes dod
schooling
PA3 Lisa Ferdinando, a Coast Guard
Reserve public affairs specialist, graduated
from the basic public affairs specialist
course at the Defense Information School
at Fort George G. Meade, Md., Oct. 31.
Ferdinando is pictured here following
graduation with Public Affairs Master
Chief Thomas Cowan (left), and the Coast
Guard Reserve Force Master Chief, Master
Chief Mark Allen (right).
Photo courtesy of Defense Information School

sector Baltimore
Advancement
Reservist
Heather
Handherr
was advanced to MSTCS from
MSTC on November 10, 2012 at
Sector Baltimore, MD. The new
Senior Chief is pictured here with
Senior Reserve Officer for Sector
Baltimore Cmdr. Craig Henzel and
MECM William Gillis.

CommAndAnt's letteR
of CommendAtion
Cmdr. Andy Sheffield
Cmdr. Michael Wampler
Lt. Cmdr. Felicia Butala
Lt. Cmdr. Christina Deal
Lt. Ruben Orosco
Lt. Daniel Sopher
Lt. Dawn Black
Lt. Andrew Taylor
Lt. Kevin Werthmuller
Lt. j.g. Stephen Cheng
MECS Mark MacGregor
MSTCS Nelson Pereira
SKC Christopher Stacy
YNC Gina Griego
MK1 Nathan Gracewski
YN1 Cynthia Klobuchar
YN1 Jeffrey Lawlee
BM2 Kevin Hambrick
YN2 Steve Soldevilla
YN2 Maricel Nieves
YN2 Amanda Ardoin
MK3 Sean Hyde
YN3 Daniel Alexander
SN Kenson Vasconcellos

Photo by YN3 Dan Kohner

sampson
Advances to et1
Left to right. ETC Jeff Haynes ESU
Miami, ET1 Rhett Sampson, ESD
Charleston, ELC3 Thor Villani, ESU
Miami and IT1 Clarence Greenlaw,
ESD Miami Beach
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Capt. tamimie Retires
On September 22, during a ceremony
attended by friends and family, Capt. H.
David Tamimie celebrated his retirement from
the United States Coast Guard Reserve with
over 35 years of combined military service
(culminating with his final 23 years in the
Coast Guard Reserve). Pictured here with
CAPT Tamimie are Deployable Operations
Group shipmates (L-R): CAPT David Martin,
CAPT David Tamimie, CAPT Michael
Schneider, and LT Matthew Cunningham.

taps
Me2 scott Jeffrey ward,
47, USCGR, and Deputy with
the Baldwin County Sheriff
Department, born in Biloxi,
Miss, and a resident of Silverhill.
He was killed in the line of duty
while responding to a domestic
dispute, Friday, Nov. 23.
Ward had been with the
Sheriff Department for 15 years
and was a member of the U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve assigned
to Port Security Unit 308 as a
Maritime Enforcement Specialist
Second Class (ME2). Scott loved his family and friends, and serving
his community and country. He was loved and respected by his fellow
deputies and members of the Coast Guard.
He was preceded in death by his father, Howard E. Ward, Jr.; his
grandparents, Howard and Candice Ward, Willem Koppelaar and
Georgina Beaudoin. Ward is survived by his loving wife, Andrea
Elizabeth Fisher Ward of Silverhill; mother, Cheryl Ward of Daphne;
brother, Howard E. Ward, III of Mobile, mother and father-in-law,
Frederick and Mary Jane Fisher of Daphne, brother-in-law, Frederick
(Pam) W. Fisher, III of Foley, three sisters-in-law, Vicky (Kenneth)
Speetjens of Daphne, Cissy (John) Fish of Hickory, N.C.; PJ (Preston)
Sute of Foley; two uncles, Jack Ward, Stephen (Marilyn) Ward of
Fairhope, other relatives and friends.

bMcs terell horne
iii, 34, USCG, was killed
in the line of duty
Dec. 2 while carrying
out law enforcement
operations near Santa
Cruz Island. He was
memorialized
Dec.
8, at his homeport
of Coast Guard Base
Los
Angeles-Long
Beach, where more
than 1,000 people,
including Department
of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Naopolitano and Coast
Guard Commandant Adm. Bob Papp, gathered to honor his
life and service to the Coast Guard.
Horne, who was the Halibut’s executive petty officer,
was killed when the small boat he was aboard was struck
by a panga-style vessel suspected of illicit activities. One of
Horne’s final actions was to pull a fellow crewmember out of
the way before the smuggling vessel collided with the Coast
Guard small boat.
Horne was posthumously advanced to the rank of senior
chief following his death and was awarded the Coast Guard
Medal for his actions.
Senior Chief Horne is survived by his wife Rachel, and two
sons, Kade and Miller.

Reprinted, in part, from the GulfCoastNewsToday.com

Reprinted, in part, from the Coast Guard Compass

capt. etha beatrice "bea" fox, USCGR,
(ret.),
beloved
daughter of the
late Dr. Nathan
l. Fox and Mary
(nee Diamond),
passed
away
on
September
8, 2012 at the
age of 98. Capt.
Fox was initially denied military service
because women were barred from combat
at the time reported the Chicago Tribune
in its news obituary. Fox joined the U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve as a lawyer in 1944,
retiring at the rank of captain in 1974. She
went on to work for the Chicago Office of
Rent Stabilization, and then served for 17
years as a law clerk to the 7th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. Throughout her career,
Fox pushed the boundaries of women’s
rights and helped establish the Women’s
Bar Association of Illinois. She practiced
before the U.S. Court of Appeals, Law
and Business Administration Division.
She was a life trustee of Chicago Sinai
Congregation, founder and secretary
of Emeritus Woman's Bar Association,
Chicago Chapter as well as a member of
Illinois Bar Association and American
Bar Association and National Council for
Jewish Women.

cwo4 p. Michael (ekim) Mckeehan, 68,
USCGR,
(ret.),
passed away July
19, 2012. Born in
1944, Mike was
a member of the
United States Coast
Guard
Reserve
for over thirty
years many as
a member of Reserve Unit Spokane. He
began teaching for the Cheney, Wash.,
School District in 1976 and continued for
30 years. Education was his passion and he
inspired three of his children to follow him
into the profession.
He was an avid runner who also greatly
enjoyed reading and was also a devoted fan
and season ticket holder of the Washington
Huskies as well as a season ticket holder at
Interplayers Theater in Spokane. He was
avidly involved in politics. and served on
the City Council in Cheney starting in 1997.
Mike is survived by his wife Judy of
Cheney; sons Daegen Duvall (Renee) of
Avon Lake, Ohio; Matt Duvall (Melissa) of
Raleigh, North Carolina; Patrick McKeehan
II (Janalyn) of Lake Tapps, Washington, and
daughter Katie Hart (Carl) of West Seattle.
He is also survived by 12 grandchildren,
three sisters and numerous nieces and
nephews.

Reprinted, in part, from
the Chicago Tribune and ABA Journal

Reprinted, in part, from the Spokesman-Review

capt. roger Lee oberndorf, 75, USCGR,
(ret.), passed away on October 17, 2012, at
Norfolk General Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia,
due to complications from brain surgery.
Born November 19, 1936, in Jersey City, NJ,
he was the third son of Jerome and Sadie
Oberndorf. Roger served on active duty in
the Coast Guard for four years and served
26 years as a member of the Reserve
retiring at the rank of captain. Following
his active duty time, Roger began work
as an engineer and supervisor at the Ford
Motor Pant in Norfolk.
After retiring from Ford, Roger focused
on charitable and community efforts.
He was a dedicated member of Kiwanis
International and was a volunteer pilot
for Angel Flights, an organization that
provides free air transportation to
hospitals for individuals and their families
in medical need. For ten years, he served
on the Virginia Aviation Board, eight of
those as chairman.
Roger is survived by his wife Meyera;
daughter Marcie Oberndorf-Kelso, son-inlaw Marty Kelso, granddaughter Lila Kelso
and grandson Joey Kelso of Charlotte, NC;
daughter Heide Oberndorf and partner
Sharon Bispo of San Francisco, CA; and his
brother Bill Oberndorf of Fair Lawn, NJ.
Reprinted, in part, from the Norfolk Virginia Pilot
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parting shots

v

crew members aboard a
coast guard station port
o' connor, texas, 41-foot
Utb prepare to tow the 39foot sailboat petite Louis iii
11 miles southeast of the
Matagorda jetties, oct. 26.
the fve person crew of the
petit Louis iii was part of the
26th Annual harvest Moon
regatta held from oct. 2527, the crews race from
galveston to port Aransas.
U.s. coast guard photo.
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A team of U.s. coast guard damage controlmen battle
a simulated blaze at the U.s. coast guard training
center yorktown, oct. 15, 2012. As a members of
an extremely diverse rating, damage controlmen in
today's coast guard have the knowledge and skills
of numerous civilian professional trades, including
welding, plumbing, carpentry, and frefghting.
photo by pA1 Luke pinneo

A buoy deck supervisor ensures crewmembers properly secure
a crane aboard the coast guard cutter Saginaw, sept. 08. the
Saginaw was conducting aids-to-navigation operations in the
wake of hurricane isaac.
photo by fn edward cheveresan

response crews work
to remove a section
of the east Jefferson
street bridge Monday,
dec. 10, 2012, in
paulsboro, n.J. onscene responders
have been working to
remove debris from the
site in order to create
the safest possible
working environment to
begin rail car removal
operations.
photo by Mk1 Matthew foster
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